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SEATILE PACIFIC COLLEGE

CORPORATION

1918
Registration _____________________________ :Monday, September 16
First Quarter Classes Begin ______________ Tuesday,

~eptember

17

Second Quarter Begins ___________________ :\ionday, November 18
Thanksgiving Recess ___ _______ Wednesday, Nov. 27, 4:00 P. M.
to Monday, Dec. 2, 8: 45 A. :II.
Christmas Vacation ________________ Tuesday, Dec. 24, 4: 00 P. M.
to Thursday, Jan. 2, 8: 45 A. :11.
1919
Third Quarter Begins ______________________ Monday, January 24

BOA.RD OF TRUSTEES
The figures indicate expiration of term.
1919-Hiram H. Pease _______________________ ___________ seattle
1919-Clayton E. G'. bson _______________________________Seattle
1919-Robert E. Elkins _________________________________ Seattle
1919-Wilbur N. Coffee _______________________ Portland, Oregon
1920-Charles S. :IIcKinley ____________________ Vancouver, B. C.
1920-Wells Gwinn ___ ___________ __ ____________________ Seattle
1920-James M. Robb ___________________________ Everett, Wash.
1920-David Cathey ___________________________ Gresham, Oregon
1921-Eugene W. Achilles ______________________ pokane, Wash.
1921-Burton J. Yincent_ _______________________________ seattle
192l~Charles E. Huiet_ ________________________________ seattle
1921-C. La \'erne J?oster __________ __ _____ __ ____________ seattle

Cam pus Day ---------------------------------Friday, :llarcb 28
m~FlCERS

OF THE BOARD

Fourth Quarter Begins ______________________ i\1onday, :\Iarch 31
lnve titure of College Seniors ________________ i\1onday, :IIarch 31

PresidenL--------------------------------Charle S. :\lcKinley
Secretary ____________________________________ Clayton E. Gibson
Treas urer ___ ____________________ ___ _________ Burton J. Yin cent

Spring Recess-Conference ·week Beginning ___ Wednesday Noon
:'.1usic and Expression RecitaL __________________ Friday, :\lay

2~

Eighth Grade Exercises _________________________ Friday, :IIay 31
Ba~calaure1te

EXECUTIVE

CO~MITTEE

Charles S. McKinley
Wells Gwinn
Ilurton J. Yinccnt
Clayton E. Gibson
C. La Verne Foster

8s:mon _________________________ _sunday, June 1

Ac:--demic Graduat:on ___ ____ ___________ ____ _____ :\fonday, June 2
Alumni D:ir-----------------------------------Tuesday, June 3
Ccmmencement ____________________________ Wednesday, June ;;

Financial Agent. B. H. Alberts
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l'ACULTY

LE:-IA DUELL Vl::-ICENT, A. M.
Psychology
A. llf., University of Michigan, 1916

ORRIN EDWARD TIFFANY,.\.. 111., Ph.D.
President
Political Science
A. 111.. l:niversity of 11Iichigan, 1806; Ph. D., 190 5
011L\.R .\.LLBN BUR.:\S, A. 111.
Registra1·
History
A. M., Uni\·ersity of ·washington, !U06
GRACE ENGLISH TIFFANY ( Normal)
Education
Fredonia Normal , 1 Ul
JE SIE C. 1111LLICAN, A. 111.
English
A. M ., University of :\tichigan, ln04
BU.KTON LINTON BEEGLE, A. B.
Mathematics
.. \.. B., ·niversity of \.ashingtu11, lf117

LEN:--!A FAY ll 'RX".,\ . U.
Expression
Saunderson School of Expression, mu
. \. .13., Seattle Pacific Col lege . 1Ul7
.\N NA J<:LLE:\" BUHXS, A. D.
Biology
A. B., Universit~· of \\'ashington, 1913
On leave of Absence, 1917-191

EDNA LAWRENCE PUFFER, B. S.
Biology
B. S., University of ·washington, 1912
RUTH COLE S H A RPE, A. B.
English
A. B., University of Washington, 1918
:\iAXIMO CONDE
Instructor in Spanish

DAISY E. FREDERICK (Normal)
Grammar Grades
R,,arney Normal, 1913
ALBERT K. ANDER 'OY
Primary Grades
Seattl e Seminary, 1904
WILLIAM W ASHINGTON CATHEY
Chorus
S attle Pacific College, 1916
NELLIE GRACE PETERSON
Acco mpanis t
Seattle Pacific College, 1918
111YRL PAHSONS WILSON
Plano
\Yeltner Conservat ory
HORACE ROBERT LEISE
Salesmanship

GRACE LAWTON MARSTON,
Preceptress
Latin
Breckport Normal l~l

Normal
M . KATHRYN AMBERGER
Accounting
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MAY EMILY ARMOUR,

Ideals
Seattle Pac.ific College is a unique institution in that
it meets all the educational requirements of students
through the grades, high school and college, under influences distinctly Christian. The school stands for efficient
workmanship and leadership based on character. Scholarship, culture, courtesy, efficiency and co-operation arc
the ideals that dominate the activities of the institution.
Self-reliance, uprightness of life and dependableness character;ze the personal side of the educational training.
The small c.ollege is especially strong 1n the development of leadership. There is something that develops the
qualities of leader hip, that helps a boy to find himself; to
think independently and to make his way among his fellm,·s. He receives a vision, and an :mpulsc that causes
him to forge ahead in after life.

Sr.. cre•ary to the President

FLOYD ARTHUR PUI· ·Ji'ER
P1 e c eptor
JUH.:\ i\I. ROO'l'
Librarian
J A:llES H. !llSHOl'
Monitor

i\lRS. MARTH.\. HH OADS
A\iatron
A. :.L. L.\l\'}';
Suve1 .ni..endt:nt oi: Buildings and Gruu11tls

HISTORY

Illl! LE INSTITUTE

Seattle Pacific College is the outgrowth of Seattle
:-)eminary which began its work as a prcparator,v school
in ~Iarch, 1893. Th e Semina , .~- \ms made possible largely
through the generosity af t\YO Seattle men, X. B. Peter·
son, who gave the original campus, and II. H. Pease, who
furnished much of the means for the er ection of the first
buildings. In 1910 cbcses of College g1•ade were organized and, in recognition of the advanced work, the Trustees, in March, 19J 5, changed the name to Seattle Pacific
College.
The College is incorporated nuder the la,Ys of the
State of '\\ ashington and i the property of the Free
:;\fethodist Chul'ch. It is co-edt'ca tional and non-sectarian.
The twelYe Trustees are elected by the Washington, the
Oregon, and the Columbia River Conferences.

BJSnOl' \\1\l. l'E.l.HCE
Bvangelisn1

EE\'. JUSEl'H H. :::;:.UTH
DilJ . . e J~xposiLon

liE\'. HL:GH \\'. LilLCHHJST, D. 1..1.
Bible Jnterpretation

HE\'. JOH..'i ::i.

"1c1iEAR~

~fissions

J;E\'. J;t;RTO.:\ J. \'CXCEXT
The Church
J;i:;\·. Li . V. \\'.\'l'SUX, D. U.

Prophecy
WOMEN

1'1RS. LEE LEW lS
;\lf{S. \\'. E. oAHDELL

I

LOCATIO~

V ISITOR S
~1RS.

B. H . ALBERTS

:llH::i. HOSE C. SH.\HPE

Seattle Pacific College is situated on the northern
slope of Queen Anne Hill in the city o·f Seattle, the metropolis of the ::\ ortlnvest, and one of the most beautiful enYironed cities of America. )laj est.r is in its surroundings

8
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and health in its very atmosphere. Its parks and play.
grounds, lakes and bays and scenic boulevards. delight
the tourists from all parts of the world, and furmsh students many a healthfol recreation in hikes. and outdoor
sports. On account of the evenness ?~ the cluna.te an~ the
attractive surroundings, Seattle .Pacific College is .an ideal
place in which to live while acq.ui.r ing an education. Its
large campus of eight acres artistically arranged and set
with ornamental shade trees, fiowers and surubbery, many
winding walks and paths, make it one of the beauty spots
of the city.
On reachin()' Seattle students should take the BallurJ
car of the Mu;icipal Line. Get off at Third Ave., W est.
The College is one block south. Reduced rates on transportation of baggage from the depots to the College may
be obtained by bringing trunk checks to the College
office.
BUILDINGS

'1 he Admini tration Building is located in the center
of the eight-acre campus and is a modern structure of
pressed brick. In this building all the activities of t he
school are centered. Here are the large assembly hall,
chapel for teligious worship, office, library, laboratories
and recitation rooms. all well equipped.
'l'he Young Ladies' Hall is of modern architecture
and new. It is located at the extreme north of the campus and faces one of the main avenues. In this building
are a large parlor, beautiful reception hall "llith t iled
fioor, large dining room with fireplace and mantel, ~usic
toom and leeping room . The bedrooms al'e provided
with large windows, have hot and cold water, and are
lighted by electricity.
The Young M:en 's Hall is a substantial four-story
brick structure. The rooms are large and pleasant. The
building ha forty rooms, a large parlor, and is furnished
with bath tubs and shower baths. This building is located at the south of the campus and commands a Yiew
of the grounds and other buildings.

SEATTLE PACIF IC COLLEGE
T\\'o smaller buildin()'s are used, one for the younger
boys. and the other for the younger girls. These buildin o· a1e well managed and the students of more tender
ve~rs are carefully guarded. The buildings are heated
~vith steam, lighted with electricity and are rnoderu anrl
up-to-date.
LIBRARY
The library is located in the administration building and
contaiins oYer twelve hundred volumes of choicely selected
reference works. The students of the College have in addition easy access to libraries of over 300,000 \'Olumes in
the city.
LABORATORIES
The College is equipped with two laboratories, one
physical and one biological. The rooms are well lighted
and well venti lated. The equipment includes Compound
.\licroscopes, Hartl Optical Disc, Vacuum Pump, Photometer, Co-efficient of Expansion Apparatus, Atwood's
.\Iachine, Laboratory Balances, Joly Balances, Wheatstone Bridges, Galvanometers, Resistance Boxes, Boyle's
Law Apparatus, Sonometers, Electrophorus Machine,
Aneroid Barometer, Stereopticon, etc.
GOVERN~IE.NT

Students are encouraged to exemplify the ideals of
the College in their conduct. The student are brought
in dailv contact with the members of the factulty. They
mingle. in class rooms, in social and religious gatherin~s,
in the dininO" hall, and upon the grounds. Students of mjurious habits or bad influences arc not permitted to remain as members of the school family. It is not so much
the desire of the promoters to have a large enrollment
as it is to have young people of sterling worth and high
ideals. With this end kept constantly in view it would
be d ifficult to find a place where higher ideals of life ar e
maintained by the student body. The students learn
self-control and self-responsibility by exercising self-gov-

10
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ernment. They appoint monitors to keep order durin
the rcciLation periods and the noon hour, and deal wit~
mfractions of proper conduct.
RELWlO US LIFE
. ~he C?l~ege alway.s emphasize the importance of a
defimt~ ~e ig1ous. experience.. The promoter believe that
the tra:mng ?f tne mtellect is not the sole function of an
education~! rnst•L:iti~n.. 'l'ney beLHe in experimental
and pr.actical Christiamty. They recognize the importau~c of heart culture as the fundamental principle upon
wh1c...i any system of true education must rest.
The Bible has a prominent place in the instructiou 8
of the school. Family worship is conducted each morniua
and evening in the dining room. Devotional exercise~
are ~eld each morning iu t.he Assembly Hall. A religious
service conducted by the president of the chool is held
on Tuesday evenino- in the College chapel. A students'
prayer meeting in one of the recitation rooms i held on
school days at 8 :00 A. :JI. and a number of prayer bands
mec~ at :I: :00 P. :JI. for personal service. Special religious
sernce · of several weeks' duration are held during the
year.
SOCIAL LIFE
One can.not well escape being in society. It is part
of an education to learn to conduct one's self correctly in
the presence of others. Christian courtesv is most essential to the success of the Christian worke'r and is attracti:·e and de irable in every walk of life. A mere formal
etiquette may be cold, but one who ha not learned correct manners is but partially educated.
In order to ai? in the formation of correct poise, frequent talks are given on proper behavior in the various
ituations in 1~hich one may be placed. Social evenings
are he~d occas10na1ly under the care of the faculty. 'l'hese
gathermgs are marked by all the proprieties of such
e:rents a?d are ~xceedingly helpful in forming proper ocrnl habits and m creating a free and pleasant social atmosphere.
·
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DRESS
The College does not prescribe a uniform dress. Its
influence, howeYer, will be exerted in favor of plain ·and
economicai attire. In the interest O'L modesty and simplicity students are requested to refrain from the wearing of jewelry while in school. College life does not call
for display and good taste disapproYes it.
ABSENCES FROJ1 COJ.;LEGE
It is the aim of the College to make the students thoroughly at home and to prevent in every way any dissipation of their interest in study. To this end the earnest
co-operation of parents and guardians is solicited. Students should be sent promptly at the beginning of the
term, and after they have entered they hould not be
removed even for a day. Because of their distracting
influences, social or week-end visits are di couraged. Frequent absences from study, no matter for what purpose,
make progress impossible.

ST DENT AFFAIRS
THE ASSOCIATED ST DE TS is an organization
composed of all the students of the College and Academic
departments, the SeYenth and Eighth grades, and the
members of the Faculty. This organization, under the
supervision of the President and Faculty, has control of
general tudent affair , uch as rhetorical , missionary
work, athletics, the busine s management of The Ca cade,
inteT-collegiate debates, and oratorical contests.
THE CASCADE is a magazine published and printed
by the .Associated Students of the school. The regular
subscription price is 75 cents for the school year.
ATHLETICS
The College does not participate in inter-collegiate
athletic contests berause uch contests have generally
proYed detrimental to the true interests of education. But

,,
••
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the College does recognize the great value of physical
exercise and arrangements are made for the organization
of classes in physical training. Every stu<lent is urged
to take part in athletics and is constantly helped in keeping himself in good physical condition.
BOARDI1 G DEP .ART~IENT
This department is under the direction of the instrnctor
in Home Economics. 'l'he kind and amount of food and
the method of cooking best suited to the health of the
students is provided. 'l'he students are trained in dinmrrroom service and etiquette. A quiet, cultured anJ llom~
like atmosphere characterizes the department. Students
from abroa<l are required to board in the institution.
Proper care of the health and sociai training make it advisable for students to room and board on the College
campus.
ASSIGN~IENT OF ROOMS
Old students have the preference ia the assignment
of rooms in the order of classes. New students are assigned to rooms in the order of application. Where it is
desired, the President will give special attention to the
selection of room-mates, so as to meet the wishes of parents in this important matter. Two students occupy each
room, but there are a few smaller rooms which may be
occupied by one student alone. In such cases an extra
charge of $2.50 to $5.00 a term is made.
FUR~ISHINGS

The rooms are furnished with bedstead, mattress ancl
springs, and such other furniture as is necessary for comfort and convenience. All bedding, pillows, rugs and
0arpets, curtains, and bric-abrac must be provided by
the patrons. Students should bring plenty of bedding and
such articles as shall make their rooms tidy and beautiful.
Each student should also bring necessary toilet articles, towels, table napkins, etc.

S J<:,\''J'Tl.E PACl.FlC COLLEGE
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COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
'l'he College offers an elective course under certain
limitations, ex k nding four years leading to a bachelor's
degree, an<l, in addition two-year courses in Christian
\Y od, , Education, Expression and ::\Iusic leadin"'
to a
0
diploma.
'
All candidates for admission must present themselves
at t he office of the P resident on the registration davs as
specified in the calendar and submit their credentials for
entrance to the College. A matrie: ulation card " ·11 be issued to each new student. After consultation with the
President .the student will register for the courses of
study de~1re~ for the. ensuing semester. Immediately
af ter re1nstermg he Wil! pres :mt the matriculation and
r egistration cards at the office of the Trea-"lurer antl. make
payment for his tuition and fees.
Candidates for .admission without condition must
~ffe r i:t ~ e ast fifteen units of work in a preparatory school.
~~ umt is ~efin e d. as the amount of work completed in
on.e aca?em1c subJect pursued through a year of at least
thirty~s1x '"eeks, with five recitations per week.
Fifteen unit-'> are required for admission.
I. The following nine units are required of all candidates for entrance:
3 units of English.
1 unit of algebra.
1 unit of plane geometry.
2 units in one foreign language.
l unit in one of the following: physics, chemistry,
bota.r;i.r, zoology, general science, physiogrnphy,
phys10logy, geology.
1 unit in history, or 1/2 unit of U. S. History and 17~
unit of Civics.
Either Ancient Language (Latin, Greek, etc.) or Modern Language ( French, Spanish) may be offered
to satisfy the Foreign Language requirement but at least
two must be in the same lan"'Ua"'e
'
0

"'

'

,,
,.
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II. In addition to the nine units under T., enough

units must be offered from the follO\\·ing elective subj ects
to bring the total up to fifteen.
Latin ------------------------ 1 to 4 units
Greek ------------------------ 1 to 2 units
French ----------------------- 1 to 2 u uits
Spanish ---------------------- 1 to 2 units
Zoology ---------------------- 1/2 to 1 unit
Botany ---------------------- 1/2 to 1 unit
Chemistry -------------------1 unit
Physics ---------------------1 unit
Physiography -----~----------- 1/2 to 1 unit
Physiology ------------------- % to 1 unit
General 'cience ----- - -------- 1/2 to 1 unit
Agriculture -------- - ---------- 1/2 to 1 unit
Astronomy ----------------- --112 unit
English ---------------------1 unit
History, CiYics, Economics______
3 units
.:\Iathematics ------------------ 1h to 2 units
Commercial Subjects----------- 1/2 to 3 units
Also from 1/2 to 2 units from either .:'llechanical or
Free-hand Drawing, Manual Training or Domestic Science
and Art.
A student may be admitted to the College:
1. By presenting a diploma from an accr edited
preparatory school.
2. B.\· presenting a certificate from a high school
whose standard of work is equal to that of the
preparatory school of this institution.
3. By transfer of credit from other schools or
colleges.
-:!:. By examination.
Accredited Schools: Students from schools accredited by the state university are admitted t o the Freshman class without examinations, provided they fil e with
the President a certified list of subjects for which they
have received credit in a preparatory school.

SE ATTLE PACIFIC COLLEGE
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Entrance by Certificate: Certificates from principals of other high schools or academies will be accepted
,rhen satisfactory evidence is presented tliat the grade
)f work in these schools is equal to that done in our own
Jreparatory school.
·
l\Iature students, ordinarily only such as are at least
twenty-one years of ·age, may be admitted as special students to nourses for which by ability .a nd preparation
they may be fitted. Special students are not candidates
for a degree.
Advanced Standing: Students coming from other
colleges whose requirements are substantially equal to
those of this institution may be admitted to advanced
standing on credentials signed by the p:·oper officials and
giving full specification~ ~oncerning the nature of the
courses taken, the time spent in each and thei.r rank in
each subject.
They are assigned credits on the basis of their credentials but such ass.ignment is provisional until ratified
hy the committee· on credits. Students entitled to such
advanced standing should enter not later than September
of their Senior year.
If, by examination or by certificate, a student presents more th an fifteen units of commended wor k for admission he may, upon formal application. receive Colle(J'e
credit for certain subjects, provided that these subjects
or others closely allied, have been continued in Colle(J'e
0
with high grade.
REQlTRE.:'IIENTS };"'OR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR
OF ARTS
'rhe College offers the degree of Bachelor of Arts
upon the successful completion of the work required according to the group system, but does not grant a de(J'r
0 ee
to non-resident students.
The total requirements for the :bachelor's de(J'ree is
128 .credits. One credit is given for t h e satisfactory compl~tion of work equivalent to one recitation a week during one semester.

16
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To secure the degree of Bachelor of Arts the candidate must meet the following requirements:
1. He must be regularly admitted.
2. He must complete the number of credit111 specified
in each of the following subjects:
Biblical Literature ----------------- ----- - -- 8 credits
Foreign Language --- - ---- - ----------- ----- 16 credits
English Language -------------------- - --- - 8 credits
~Iathematics -------------------------- - - -- 4 credits
Physical Science ----------------------- - -- 6 credits
Biological cience -- - -- ------ ------- --- - - - - 6 credits
History --------------------------------- - 8 credits
credits
Philosophy ---- - ---------------------- - --Political cience ---------------------- - --- 8 credits
3. At the beginning of the ophomore year the student, in consultation with the President; elects the one
of the three following groups in which he prefers to
specialize. He mu t complete the requir ements for one
major and one minor.
A major con ists of not less than 24 credits in some
one department. A minor consi ts of at least 10 credits
in a subject related to the major.
The department in which the student selects his
major will be known a his major departmen t.
4. He must complete not le s th~n 48 credits in
the group in which his major department falls.
5. He must complete a total of 128 credits.
6. :.\IAJOR WORK.- For the election of major
work the department of study are divided into three
groups a follows:
GROUP I , LETTERS.- Biblical Liter ature, Classic
Languages, English Language, Fine Arts, )fodern Languages.
GROUP II, SCIE 'CE.-Biology, :Mathematics,
Physical Science, H ome Economics.
GROUP III , P HILOSOPHY,--- Education, Psycholog:y, History, Economics, Political cience, Sociology.
GROUP IV,--- School of Commerc<',

SEATTLE PACIFIC COLLEGE
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DEPARTMENT OF INSTRUCTION.
GROUP I. LETTERS.
BIBLICAL LITERATURE.
BIBJJE.
1.

OLD TESTAi\IENT Hi ·tory and Geography,

----------------------------------------4 credits
2. NEW TEST A:JIE::-\T History and Geography,
__________________ __ _______ _____________ 4 credits
3.

LIFE OF CHRI T, and a study of the Gos______________ ______ ___ ____________ 2 credits

pel~

LIFE OF' PAUL with a study of the Book
.
of Acts of the Apostles and the Pauline Epi tles -------- -- -- --------- _____ __ ________ 2 credits
G. HEBREWS and General Epi tle _________ :z credits
G. BIBLE LITER~\.TURE. - ~\.n appreciative
study of the form of literature r epresented
in the Bible and of the vital relation that
exists bet\\·een reliaion and all great literature ___ ___ __ __ ___________________ ______ 2 credits
4.

, . HI 'TORIC'~\L BOOK -A critical aualysi of
the historical books of the Old Testament__4 credits
POETICAL A:\ D PROPHETIC BOOK The poetical and p1·ophetic literat ure of the
.
Old Testament carefully analyzed book by
book _______ _________ ___ ____ ____________ -! credrts
!).

rn

TIIE GOSPELS A::-\D A TS OF TIIE APO'TJ1E -The gospel message and early 'hris.
t iani h · critica lh studi ed ____________ ____ 4 er 'll1ts
EPISTLES .A~D REVELA'I'IO.N-A thol'ou!!h anah·sis of the Epistles and a study of
the~ hook of R Yelation as the unniling of our
· Lord J esus ______ _______________________ J credits

18
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LATIN.

THEOIJOGY.
l.

DOCTRINES.-An exposition of the fundamental principles of the Christian faith ___ _.! credits

2.

HO:i\IILETICS.-Attention is given to sermon
construction, embracing selection of texts,
themes, framing of propositions, formation of
plans and writing of the sermon, the pastoral
office, its importance and the various activities of church administration __ _________ __ 4 credit"
CLASSIC JJA:NG AGES.

A. Cicero.-Orations against Cataline, for the
Poet Archias and for the :O.Ianilian Law. __ __4
B. Course A continued. ____________________ _4
C. Virgil.-Aeneid, six books ______________ _4
D. Course C. continued _____________________ _4
1. LIVY.-Selections from Books XXI and VIII
accompanied with pro e composition _____ _4
2. CICERO.-Dc Senectute and de Amicitie __4
8. HORACK-The Odes and Epodes are read
with some of the Epi tles and Satires _____ _4
4. TACITUS.-Selections from the Annals and
Historie are read -----------------------2

'2.

1.

:NEW TES'l'rDIE:NT GREEK-Characteristics of the Greek of th e Xe,,. Testament, principal of yntax; translation of the Gospel of
:Jiark with particular attention to grammatical interpretation. __________________ _____ 4 credits

2.

~"-~ 'ABASTS.-Th e reading of the text accompanied with prose composition. Emphasis placed on forms and i;yntax. __________ ____ 4 credits

4.

C:ourse 3 contin ueCI._____________________ _____ 4 crcdifo

credits
credits
credits
credits

E. 'GLISH.

ELE:O.IE.N11 ARY GREEK.-.\. drill in grammatical con_struction, the acquisition of a vocabulary and special emp hasis on the \\Titing
of Greek sentences -- - ---------------- ---4 credits

3.

credits
credits
credits
credits

LITERATURE.

GREEK.
1.

19

3.

CO:'IIPOSITIOX.-The aim of this course is
to acquire a clear and forceful expression,
to cultivate a tyle that is sincere and natural
and to gain an appreciation of the best writers. -----------------------------------4 credits
Course I, continued __________________ ____ -! credits

SEVEXTEENTH AXD EIGHTEENTH CENTURY LITERATURE,-- This course include
an outline of the early English Literature, follo"ed by a more intensive study of th.e writers
of the Elizabethan, Stuart and Georgian Eras.
Attention is paid to the rise and development
of the drama and the novel! the Puritan
movement and th e classic school.
4. Course 3 continuecL ____________________ -4 credits

20
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NI NETE E TH CE NTURY LITERATURE'l'his course gives a conception of the int ellectual and imaginative department of t he writers
of the R omant ic school, followed by a
comprehensive study of t he great authors,
t ogether with a view of th e political, r eligious
and social chan ges of t h e Victor ian Era ___ -4 credits

6.

Course 5 continued __ _________ ____ __ ____ _4 credits

7.

AllrnRICAN LITE RATURE .- This course
after a p r eliminary view of the colonial
epoch, takes up a stu dy of the writers of the
national era as they were influ enced by the
religious and social ch anges of the p eriod. Due
consideration is given to the New York, NtJw
England, Southern and Western writers.
T he course closes wit h a survey of the present
tendencies in American letters. _____________ _ 4 credits

---------------------4

8.

Course 7 eontinued .

9.

EUROPEAN LITERATURE.-This course
is intended to devel<>p a sympathetic appreciation of literature through the tudy of 0hosen ma terpieses from the European ' nit er .
Representaitive sele-ctions from Grecian, Italian, French, Scandinavian and Ru ian author are. tndied in English translaition ___-4 credits

10.

EXPRESSIO~

1.

.ART OF EXPRESSION. - This course is
based on the thought that all expression
must have a mental cause; and that the voice
and body must become the obedient servants
of the mind. Voice culture, breathing, pro. nunciation, articulation, emphasis, tone quality and their psychological relations.

2.

PLATFOR::Od READI~G. - The study and
practice in rendition of diofferent for~s of
literature. including the short story, the ballad, monologue and lyric poetry.

3.

PUBLIC SPEAKI~G._JThe principles underl>·ing extemporaneous speaking; a study
of the more important forms of public address and analYSis of some of the masterpieces; the preparation of original nrodu ctions; voice culture and the psychology of
gesture. _____ ___________________________ 4 credits

-1:.

Course 3 continue<l ______________________ J credits

v.

J;IT:SRARY I:\TERPRETATIOX-A stud>'
of dialect, impersonation, interpretation of
µiodern prose and poetry; abridgement of
books for public presentation.

6.

THE DRA::\IA.-The history and stndy of
the dramatic element is of eminent value as a
means of culture, inasmuch as it cultivates
and r efines the imagination, br oadens the
sympathy and develops the po"·ers of observation. This course includes detailed stnd,\'
n·ith regard to character, interpretation and
dramatic action .
( ~umber of hours of credit in the above
courses to be arranged with t1rn instructor.)

credits

RHE'fORIC.-An advance cour e in composition, in which attention is given to the ho rt
tory, the essay, and literary criticism.
Weekly themes --- ---------- -------------! credits
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FINE ARTS.

GRO P II, CIENCE.
BIOLOGY.

HISTORY OF ART.

1.
2.

Renaissance and Modern Painters __________ 2 credits
Architecture and Sculpture ---------------2 credibi
The aim of these ·courses will be to familiarize the
student with the best works of art. Lectures, readings
study of the photographs and prints will furnish the op~
portunity for the knowledge and appreciation of the
world's masterpieces.
MUSIC.
In accordance with other institutions of learning,
the Seattle Pacific College recognizes music as a part of
the college curriculum.
The courses offered in this department are intended
to give a lib eral training in the theoi·y, bi tory and art of
music and are open to all students who can qualify for
them. The courses include piano, organ , chorus and
voice.
:\fODER.. LANGUAGES.
FRE CH.
COURSE.-In this course a
careful study of the elements of Jrammar is
pursued, and about three hundred pages of
easy French are read the year. ___________ _4
2. Course 1 continued _____________________ -!
3. SECO~D YEAR.-Study of gr.ammar continued. Reading of French Classics; written composition _____________________ __ __ ______ __4
4. Course 3 continued. _________ ___________ __ _4

1.
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ELE~IENTARY

l30TA~Y.-The morphology, physiology alld
anatomy of leaves, stems, roots and seeds; tlw
relations of plants to oil, air ,light and wate1 ;
. the type forms of Thalloph,vtes, Bryophytc .,
Pteridophytes; the morpholog:v and ecolc ~,.I'
of the Gymnosperms and Angiosperm. ___ .-4 c1·ed1ts
2. Course l continued ___ ____________________ 4 credits

1.

:1.

4.
5.

G.

credits
credits
credits
credits

SPA IJSH.
1. ELEMENTARY C 0 URS E.-Essent i.als of
grammar. Conversation, composition and dictation. _______ ___ _______________________ _4 credits
2. Course 1 continued _______________________ 4 credits

7'00LOGY.-A micro copic study of the Protozoa. continued b~· a study of representative
types of invertebrate and vertebrate animals
from the simplest forms to the most complex.
Attention i paid to the m.orphology o.f each
group ----------------------------- -----4 credits
Course 3 continued __ __ _________ __ __ __ __ _4 credit ~
JllT).IAX PHSlOLOGY AXD A:--JATO:\IY.Tbis cour e takes up in detail the structme
of the human body. The subjects of h,v1Ziene
and sanitation receive considerable attention ------------------------------------3 credits
Course 5 continued ______________ :_ _______ 3 credits
IIO'JIE

ECO~OMIC

.

The following course are especially planned for
students who as ist in the dining hall service and in the
care of the college buildings and grounds. Each course
will consist of one lecture per week. special readings and
xcveral hours sen·ice per week. The "·ork i under direct
supervision and if satisfactorily performed pa~·mcnt will
be made for the service and credit given toward graduation .
1. TIIE PREPARA'l'IO ~ AND SERVI~G OF
).[EAL. '.-Food valu e and 'llethod of cooking. Table decoration , enice aud etiquette 1 credit

24
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THE CJ. RE OF THE HOUSE.-Heating,
lighting, decorating, furni hing and cleaninrr. ---------------------------- ---- ----1
3. HOl SEHOLD AD?III?\J. TRATION.-D<'aling with suitable tandards for accounting of
time, labor. income and expenditures. ----1
4. HOW TO BUY.-Food, clothing and household equipment. --- ----------------------1
o. HOi\IE .NURSING.-Care of health, ventilation, sanitation, breathing, bathing, dressing,
eating and recreation. Care of -children and
the sick. -------------------------------1
G. SEWI.NG.-The principles of hand and machine sewing as applied to household linens
and garments. --------------------------1

SE.\TTLE PACIFIC COLLEGE

2.

credit
credit
credit

credit
credit

::\1ATHE1\IATICS.
1.

2.

3.

4.

COLLEGE ALGEBRA- Permutations and
combinations. mathematical induction, determinants, undetermined coefficients, partial fractions, infinite series and summation of series,
elements of the theory of equations. _______ _4
OI,ID GEO::\IETRY.-St11dY of the Geometry of space including the sphere and volumetric measurements.
College credit will be
given to those not needing it for college entrance. but it is not to be sub ·titnted for any
of the required math ematics ___ _______ ____ -:!TRIGO~Ol\IETRY.-This -course covers measurement , angles, Trigonometric functions,
theory and the use of Logarithms, and Trigonometric curves. ------------- - ----------4
ANALYTICS.-A study of the point, right
line, ellipse, parabola, hyperbola, the ir constrnction and discussion of thr rquati on of
the sarn<'. ---------------- -- ------------ -4

credits

credits

credits

credits

5. CALCULUS-Differentiation of algebraic and
elementary tran ceudal functions. Integration. Application of differentiation including
maxima and minima. Partial differentiation.
Definite integrals. ______ ___ _______________ 4
6. Course 5 continued. ----- --- -- - --------- --4
PIIYSICAL SCIENCE.
ASTRONOMY.
I . DE CRIPTIVE ASTRON01\1Y.-This conrse
is designed to give a general knowledge of the
facts of Astronomy, of the methods by ,,-hich
they are obtained and the theories that account for them. __________________________ 3
CHE1\1ISTRY.
1. INORGANIC CHE?III TRY.-A systematic
tudy of the element and their principle compounds. the fundamental law and theories 0f
chemistry _______________________________ 3
2. Course 1 continued ___________ ___________ 3
GEOLOGY.
1. PHYSIOGRAPHY.-A study of the urface
features of the earth and their relations to human life and indu tries. This cour e deals
with subjects that are intermediate between
Geolog~· on the one hand, and History.
ociology, Economic . and Biology on the other __ 3
2. PRIXCIPLES OF GEOLOGY.-A study of
the materials, the agencie and the processes
invoh-ed in dynamic, structural and historical
Geology. ______ _______ _______ ____________ 3
PHYSICS.
1. MECHANICS, SOUND AND LIGHT. - A
mathematical study of principles and the development of important formulas. The text is
supplemented by laboratory work __ __ _____ 3
2. I-IEA'l'. ELECTRICITY A D l\IAGNETISMThis course supplements Cour e L _________ 3
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cre<lits
credits

cre<lits

l'"edits
credits

credits

credits

credits
credits
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GROUP III, PHILOSOPHY.

8.

:.\IE.NTAL SCIEXCE.
EDUCATION.
HISTORY OF EDUCATION.-A study of the
development of the school as an institution
from early Greek and Roman periods to the
present time -----------------------------3
2. :.\IETHODS.-A discussion of those psychological elements which have direct application to
teaching problems. A survey of text and observation in the city schools of Seattle. ------2
3. EDUCATIOXAL PSYCHOLOGY.-A study
of psychology in its relation to the science of
education -------------------------------2
4. CHILDHOOD.-A discussion of the physical,
intellectual, emotional, moral and religious
phases of child study. A study of the child in
reference to imitation, play, imagination and
language. ------------------------- ------2
5. ADOLESCE.NCE.-The physical, mental and
moral development of the student in the secondary school ---------------------------2
6. PRIXCIPLES OF EDUCATION.-In this
course the functions of education are first considered and then the educational bearings of
heredity, habit, culture epochs, individual differences, training of senses, memory, imagination, emotions, will, motor activity, moral nature, formal discipline, educational aims and
values of ocial education. ________________ 3
7. SCHOOL LA W.-A study of the State Manual
Embracing the School Code of the State of
Washington. the State Constitution and leadinµ- facts in the history of Washington and the
Pacific .Northwest. -----------------------2

P~>\.CIFIC
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PRACTICE TEACHI~G. - Experience in
class instruction and in school room management under an experienced supervisor _____ 3 credits

9 Course 8 continued ______ ______________ _:3 credits

1.

Course 7 may be counted in the department
of History.
credits
PSYCHOLOGY.
1.

PRI~CIPLES

2.

ETHICS.-A study of the fundamental principles of conduct and the determination of
the ethical ideal upon the basis of philosophical and sociological materiaL ___________ 3 credits

;3.

HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.-The great
systems of ancient philosophy with reference
to their origin, relation one to another, and
the age in which they took place. Modern
Philosophy and readings from the great authors with a systematic treatment of the subject at the clo~e of the course. ____________ 3 credits.

4.

Course 3 continued ____ _______ __________ 3 credits

credit'

•>.

LOGIC.-The essentials O'f reasoning. Stress
is laid on logical construction and the detection of falla·cies; the syllogism. deduction
and induction. -------------------------2 credits

credits

6.

THEIS~I.-A

credits
credits

credits
credits

OF PSYCHOLOGY.-A systematic study of the empirical properti es of
consciousness, theories of the relation of
mind to body and the place of psychology
among the science ---------------..,----4 ·credits

consideration of the knowledge
of God and of His relations to creation ____ 2 credits
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HISTORY.

1.

EUROPEA~

HISTORY-This conrse includes
the Teuton.ic migrations, the rise of the Papacy, Feudalism, the Crusades, the Renaissance
the Reformation, the French Revolution th~
Napoleonic Era and the Unification of italy
and Germany . . ---------------------------4
2. Course 1 contmued. -- -- ---------------- -4
3. E:\TGLISH . HISTORY.-A study of the history of the English people fro!ll the R oman
conquest to the present day. The course takes
up the growth of parliament and the cabinet
economic and social conditions, relations with
the continent, colonial expansion and the present British Empire --------------------- -4
:l:. Course 3 continued. ---------- -------------±
5. AMERICAN HISTORY.-A comprehensive
study of the original growth of Amer'ican institutions, colonial forms of government constitutional questions, the slavery question' the expansion of the West, econ omic and sodial conditions; later national questions. _______ ___ -!
6. Course 5 continued. ------------------- ---±
7. FRENCH REVOLUTIO:\T A. D );APOLEOXIC ERA.-A detailed study of the downfall of
the Ancient Regime, beginnin"' of modern liberalism and the career of Xap~leon. ________ 4
8. ~I?\ETEENTH CENTURY HISTORY.-A
study of the political, economic, social. constitutional and territorial changes that have taken place in Europe in the last century _____ 4
9. HISTORY OF GREECE- A general survey
of Greek history from the ·earliest times to the
Roman conquest, including some account of
the eastern sources of the civilization and the
spread of Hellenism ______________________ 3

credits
crcditi,1

credits
credits

credits
credits

10. HISTORY OF ROM:E.-A survey of Roman
history to the fall of the Western Empire.
Attention is given to the development of Roman institutions and law __________________ 3
13. ~ORTHWESTERX HISTORY. - From the
earliest voyages to the settlement and oraanization of the territories----------------~--3
Jl. CHURCH HISTORY. -This course is devoted
to the ancient, mediaeval and modern periods.
Careful attention is given the great church
councils, the rise of the Papacy, the R enaissance, the R eformation, the Wesleyan revival
doctrine, Christian life and wors!iip ________ 3
Course 11 continued ______________________ 3
12. Course II continued __ __ __________________ 3
H. HISTORY OF ~IISSIONS. - The Missionary
activities of the church from its beginnin"' to
the present time; the different field and
vrnrkers, the different methods, Evangelistic,
medicinal, educational, industrial; the strategic point of modern missions and the present
problems at home and abroad ______________ 2
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credits
credits

credits
credits
credits

credits

SOCIAL SCIENCES.
ECOi\'01\IICS.

credits

credits

credits

ECO~O::\IIC

.-.A.n analysis of economic society and discussion of value, supply and demand, prices, distribution, wage , rent, interest and profits and the application of these
principles to modern economic life ____ ____ 3 credits
2. Course 1 continued _____ ___________ ____ 3 credits
3. ECONOl\IIC HISTORY.-A studv of the industrial development and financi;l policies of
the United tates from the Colonial period
to the present time ___ ___________________ 3 credits

1.
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION .-A systematic study of the methods of business organization, management, salesmanship and advertising -------------------------------3
POLITICAL SCIENCE.
1. ELEMENTS OF POLITICAL SCIENCE.'rhis course traces the OTigin of political institutions, studies the rise of the state and the
development of political thought _______ ___ 3
2. COMPARATIVE GOVERN1\1ENT.-A comparison of the legislative, executive and judicial branches, constitutions, political parties and pra-ctical workings of the governments of the leading European nations. ___ 3
3. AMERICAN GOVERNl\'.lENT.-An analysis
of the government, federal, state and mu~icipal, the constitution as interpreted by judicial decisions, and the division of functions between tate and central governments and the
development of political partie ----------3
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4.

credits

credits

credits

credits

SOCIOLOGY.
1. ELEMENTS OF SOCIOLOGY.-An inquiry
into the nature of society, the course and
factors of social progress ________________ 3 credits
2. SOCIAL ORGANIZATIOX-A study of the
various organizations and manifestations of
modern life ----------------------------3 credits
GROUP IV, SCHOOL OF C01\Il\1ERCE.
1. ACCOU~TING.
2. B1 SI ESS ~IANAGE~1ENT.
3. COl\11\IERCIAL LAW.
4. SAJ_;E :MANSHIP.
Note, No. of hours of credit
<>.
TENOGRAPHY.
in
the above comscs to be
(
6. TYPEWRITil\G.
arranged with instructor.

COURSE IN CHRISTIAN WORK.
This course is designed for such students who have
completed an Academic Course but are unable to continue a four years' College Course. The curriculum
covers a period of two years .and comprises sixty-four
semester hours of Collegiate work.
Students who have fulfilled the entrance requirements on the satisfactory completion of the course will
be granted a diploma.
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY.
Bible -----------------------------16 credits
Theology ------------------------- 8 "
English ------ - -------------------- 8
"
History ------ ---- ----------------- 8
"
Political Science ------------------- 8
"
Philosophy ------------------------ 8
"
Elective -------------------------- 8
"
If any deviation from the above outline seems desirable .consultation should be held with the President before registering for other work.
CO RSE IN EDUCATION.
Thi course is intended to give a comprehensive
view of the achievements, problems and outlook in the
field af education and to offer a: preparation for those
contemplating the teaching profession. The course covers two years of college work.
Students who have sati fied the college entrance requirements and who complete the two years course of
study will be granted a diploma.
0 TI;INE OF CO RSE OF STUDY.
Education ____________ :_ ____________ 12 credits
English
Biology
History
Phy ical

--------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------Science -------------------

8
8
8
4

"
"
"

"

,.
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Political Science ------------------- 4
"
Psychology _; ______________________ 4
"
Electives _________________________ 16
"
If any deviation from the .collateral sub jects in the
course seems desirable consultation should be held with
the President before registering for other work.
COURSE IN EXPRESSIOK
This ·c ourse .is intended for platform speakers, teachers and public readers. It is planned to improve the
speaking voice and give expression to thought.
The course covers two years and comprises sixtyfour semester hours of collegiate work.
Students who have completed a four years' High
School course and in addition have fulfilled the requirements of this two years' course of study will be granted
a diploma:.
OUTLINE OF COURSE OF STUDY.
Expression _______________________ _16 credits
English __ __________ _______________ 16
''
History --------- - ----------------- 8
"
Physiology -- --- ------------------- 4
"
Psychology ---- ----------------- --- 4
''

Electives ______________ ___________ _16

"

H any deviation from the above outline seems desirable consultation should be held with the President before
registering for other work.
COURSE IN i\IUSIC.
This course is intended for students who have completed the Academic Course, or its equivalent, and have
finished at least four grades in voice, piano or organ.
Such students who subsequently continue their
work for two years or more with high proficiency and
who successfully render a full evening's program with
artistic skill may receive a diploma.

COLl~EUE

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
This department seeks to combine the advantage of
the High School and of the Preparatory School. Many
,Lllf1ents enter Hig~t School with no intention of gnin·g tu
college, and often when they have been stimulated to
continue their education find the courses taken have
failed to prepare them for college entrance. Here we
oHer lib eral substitution for commercial and technical
studies, but insist that every course shall include such
studies as arc necessary for college entrance.
'I'he advantage of taking the preparatory work under
the influence of a thoroughly Christian ColleO'e cannot
be too highly estimated. The entire environme~t during;
the early adolescent period when life-habits are formin ,;:cannot be chosen with too great care. In this departmc;t
carne:;t effort is made to exer t the most helpful phvsical
moral and spiritual influence upon every student. '
'
ADMISSION .
Admission to this department is granted upon the
completion of an amount of work equivalent to that required by the eighth grade of t he public schools of
Washington as published by the State Board of Education.
Candidates coming from graded schools must present
certifieates or diplomas, officially signed and showing
the amount of work done and the credits gained by each
study. Those who have made preparation in ungraded
scno ols, or under private tuition, may be required to pass
examinations equal in grade to those required by the
State Board of Education.
Applicants not personally known to some member
of the Faculty are required to furnish testimonials of
good character, and if from other institutions must preent certificates of honorable dismission.

\'
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GRADUATION.
Fifteen units are required for graduation in any of
the regular Academic courses outlined in this cataloaue
on() unit being the equivalent of five r ecitations per w~eek
for one year in one braneh O'f study.
A student will receive a diploma· of graduation, who
has fully completed the work in one of the regular
courses of study and who, having been regularly promoted to the Senior year, shall receive no mark lower
th.an 70 ill: any required subject of that year. No diploma
will be given for less than one full year's work in the
school. An equivalent amount of work done on any part
or the whole, of the first three years of a regular course
will be accepted, on proper evidence, for work done in the
school.
A diploma will not be awarded to a student whose
course of study is not fully completed, and whose bills
are not folly paid.
As a requirement for graduation, students must have
uniformly high standings in deportment, in punctuality
and in class work.
It is the purpose of the institution to pla·ce a premium
on good scholarship an4 morals, and any one who shows
a disposition to become delinquent in these respects will
be obliged to sever his relations with the institution.
BIBLE.
OLD TESTHIENT STORIES.-Genesis, Exodus and
Judges. Kings and Prophets. The Exile and Return.
Text, Moulton. Given in connection with first Year
English.
"
2. NEW TEST A"7\IENT STORIES.-Christ and the
Apostles. Text, Moulton. Given in connection with
second year English.
3. BIBLE MASTERPIECES.-A study of the literan·
masterpieces of the Bible. Text, Moulton. Given in
connection with third year English.

1.
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BIB~E

HISTORY.-This ·course covers the historical
sect10ns of the Old and Jew Testaments. Text
~Iaclear.
'
ENGLISH.
1. ENGLISH COMPOSITION.-Text Books Book 1.
01,~ ~'estament Stories; '.J'he Iliad in part; The Odysse,r m part or the Aemed; Sketch Books · Treasure
IsLrnd; i.ady of The Lake, Ivanhoe, Myths' of Greece
and Rome. (Home Reading assigned from some
of the well known authors.)
COl\IPOSITION AND RHETORIC.-Tcxt Books
Book II. New Testament Readings; Julius Ccasa{
or ~Ierchant of Venice; The DeCoYerly Papers 1 Macauley 's Essay on Addison or Essay on Burns
a~d selections from Burns' Poems;
Idylls of the
King; Burroughs' Birds and Bees · Georae Eliot'
Silas ?IIarner. (Home Readings.)
'
3. RHETORIC AND AMERICAN LITERATUREText Books, Book II, and Halleck. Bible )Ia terPieces; Webst~r' Bunker Hill Oration and Reply to
Hayne; \\Tashmgton 's Farewell Address; Lincoln's
lna~1gurals and Addresses; Twice 'fold Tale ; Seect10n from Emerson's Essays; selections from
B.ryant. Longfellow, Lo,rnll, Whittier, Holmes, Lamer, Thoreau. (Home Readings.)
4. E~GLI H LITERATURE-Text, Halleck. Composition. Chaucer's Knight's Tale; Spencer's Fairie
Queen; hakespeare' Macbeth, As You Like It· Bacon's E says; :l\Iilton 's :l\Iinor Poems, Paradise Lost;
Dryden's Palamon and Arcite; Pope's Rape of the
Lock; Goldsmith' Vicar of Wakefield; Selections
from the essays of Lamb, Carlyle and Addison·
Palgra Ye 's Golden Treasury; Poems from Goldsmith'
\Vordsworth, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Browning and
Tennyson; Ruskin's Sesame and Lillies · Readinas
from Kipling. (Home Readings.)
'
"'
4.

l
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HO:JIE READINGS.
First and Second Years.
In each semester, 500 pages of outside r eading must

be read from standard writers of which at least ~50
must be other than fiction. Some poetry shoulJ bt
read, at least twenty-five pages.
Third and Fourth Years.
In each semester 750 pages of outsicle reading must
be read as part of the English work and at least onehalf of such reading must be poetry or non-fiction.
IDSTORY.
The history cour es are largely elective, but it is
expected that all who graduate will take American
History and Civics.
1. .Ai'\OIE 1 T IDSTORY.-From the earlist times to the
Tenth Century. Emphasis on Greece and Rome.
Text, West. Breasted. l\Iap work and collateral
reading.
2. 1\IODER. IDSTORY. From the Tenth Century
to the pre ent day. Emphasis placed on English History. Text. West. Robinson. :Jiap and collateral
reading.
3. a. A:JIERIO~.\,.'\ IDSTORY. -Text, :Jinzzey, West.
R eference work in the library.
b. CIYIC .-Text, Magruder. Discussions and reference work in the library.
LATIN.
1.
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BEGI:'\~IXG COURSE.-Text, D'Ooge. This courn:
is intended to lead to a thorough knowledge of the
fundamental forms of expression in Latin. Special
attention is paid to pronunciation. Daily drill in paradigm work, and frequent r eviews.

2.
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CAESAR-Text, Walker. Gallic War, Books I-IV.
Review of Latin form. Study of Latin idioms. Word
study. Prose Composition, taken largely at beginning O'i the year to prepare student to meet the ordinary difficulties of translation.
:3. CICERO-Text, Allen and Greenough. Three orations against Cataline. Pro Lege 1\Ianilia and Pro
Archia. Selections from Ovid's Metamorphosis.
Rcadin g of Johnson's "Private Life of the Romans."
-!. VIRGIL.-Text, Knapp. Fir·s t six books of Virgil's
Acnied. Study of Versification. Figures of Speech
and l\Iythology.
l\fATHE:i\IATICS
l. ALGEBRA-This course is prepared with special reference to the future needs of the student. Many problems are based upon physical formulas and geometrical ideas. Text, Hawkes, Luby and Touton.
2. PLANE GEO~IETRY-A study of plane figures. Suggestive method. Text, Wentworth-Smith.
·a. a. ADVANCED ALGEBRA, including Quadratics,
Logarithms, Ratio, P1,oportion and Variations, Imaginaries, Theory of Quadratic Equations, and the Binominal Theorem. Text, Hawkes, Luby and Touton.
b. SOLID GEOMETRY, including a study of Lines
and Planes, Polyhedrons and the Three Round Bodies.
Text, Wentworth-Smith.
NATURAIJ SCIE 1CE
1. GE~ERAL SCIENCE-Text, Hessler. This cour e
introduces the student to the (l'eneral principles of
natural science.
2. BOTA~Y-Text, Coulter with reference work in Bergen and other text . The course in Botany will give
reasonable attention to the study of the h'a'bits, structure and life operations O'I plants. The aim of the
course is to place the student vitally in touch with
plant life in the field.
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PHYSIOLOGY-Text, Jegi. .d.. study of the var ious
physiological processes of the human body. Simple
chemical and physical experiments are performed.
Emphasis is made on health and daily living.
PHYSICS-Text, Millikan and Gale. A study is lilade
of the properties of matter, mechanics of solids, mechanics of fiuids, sound, heat, light, magnetism and
electricity. Pre-requisite, .Algebra and Geometry.

PHYSICAL TRAI.NING
1'his department includes lectures by the director and
other members of the faculty. Owing to the lack of a
gymnasium at present, indoor gyma tics are limited tu a
few corrective exer-cises. The outdoor athletics include
track meets, tennis, basket-ball, handball, volley-ball ao<l
other games.
One-fourth unit per semester is allowed and a maximum of one unit may be earned.
SOCIAL SCIE.N CE
ECOKOl\IICS.-This is a course designed to give the
student an insight into some o.f the economic problems of
the day. Besides recitation, debate. constitute an important part of the work, and some collateral reading is
required. Text, Burch and .l earing.
PSYCI-IOLOGY.-This course i intended to assist
the student in conserving his mental powers. The cultivation of Perception, Imagination, Memory, Thought, Emotion and Will is especially emphasized. Text, Titchener.
SPANISH.
1.

2.

BEGI.NND:G COURSE.-Text, Espinosa and Allen.
Stress laid on accurate pronunciation, mastery of the
element· of grammar and acquisition of vocabulary.
, hort stories for reading.
GR.fu\DIAR A.ND CLASSIC . - pani.·h classics for
translation. Drill in conversation.
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DEPARTl\IENT OF MUSIC
The advantages of a musical education received in a
school of music over individual or private instruction are
many and important. It is the purpose of this department to offer superior advantages for the study of vocal
and instrumental music. A musical training should be
based upon and accompanied by a liberal course of education. Music is both a science and an art; the musician
hould therefore be a pers:m whose mind has been broadened and cultured under the refining influence of general
education. Music as a means of culture aside from the
purely artistic elements requires scholastic ability for
effective work and leads to a generous and helpful use of
attainments. Earnest, conscientious effort and hio-h artistic ideals must ever incite the musical ambition; of the
successful student. The student who succeeds in music
must be a good thinker.
INSTRUMENTAI1 l\H SIC
Instruction will be given to those who wish to take
lessons on the piano and organ.
PIA . . OFORTE
The Pianoforte course is designed to lay a thorou "'h
foundation and to prepare for advanced study in the b;st
conservatories. Students desiring to take a reaular
conrse
0
will be required to take one or two piano lessons per
" 'eek and to attend a general class once a week in which
Hand Culture, Notation, Blackboard Work, Sight Reading, Rhythm, Ear Training, Memorizing, Scale and Chor<l
Formation, etc., are taught.
Students must be familiar with the underlying principles of music-correct phrasing, staccato and leo-ato
touch, rhythm, the ordiU"ary signs used in musie and t"°heir
application before beginning Course 1.
1. Ft XDA~IENTAL
OF ilIUSIC-An introductory
course.
2. Course 1 continuc<l.

,.
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3.

SCALES AND ARPEGGIOS-Technical studies for
the development of touch and wrist. Son atinas and
the easier sonatas from Czerny, Heller, Clement, 'Kuhlan, Bach and others.
4. Course 3 continued.
5. SCALES AND ARPEGGIOS-Etudes, studies and
sonatas by Cramer, Iozart, Bach, Grieg, }Iendelssohn
Heller or equivalents.
'
6. Course 5 continued.
7. SCALES AND ARPEGGIOS-Doring octave studies
preludes and figures by Bach and 1\Iendelssohn, Be~
thoven sonatas; 1\Iozart concertas; sele-ctions from
Grieg, Chopin, Schumann and others.
8. Course 7 continued.
Included in the above is a year of Harmony, it beincr
a study of intervals, construction, relation and pro gre:sion of chords, and harmonization of melodies.
Informal recitals will be given frequently and a public recital at the close of each semester.
ORGAN
Ample facilities for organ instruction an d practice
are given and ·courses are offered leading to hymn and
choral playing and include harmony and counterpoint.
CHORUS WORK
A Choral Class will be organized at the be6inning of
the )'ear for the study of Oratorio, sacred Cantata and
Choruses. Students of vocal music cannot afford to miss
this work. Special attention is given to breathing, expression, sight singing, time beating, choir leading, things
in which every good singer must be efficient . . The young
preachers and Christian workers find this work invaluable
to them.
The Choral Class meets once a' week. One-half unit
per year will be given for this work.
A Public Recital is given each semester.
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SIGHT READING
Classes in sight reading are organized at th~
beginning of each year and continued -throughout the
~·ear. This work is required of all regular and special
students registered in the vocal course.
The singing classes meet twice a week, and the students who attend regularly and do satisfactorv work will
receive one-half unit per year. Tuition, $1.00 per semester.
VOICE CULT RE
In this department special attention is given to a
natural and skillful management of the breath and the
correct position of the vocal organs in the production of
clear, full, resonant tones.
In breath control, tone placing and voice building,
only the best and most approved methods are employed.
Flexibility and the art of phrasing are developed through
the practice of scale and arpeggio passages and solfeggi.
Tuition Rates-T''"° lessons per week, payable monthly, $9.00 per month. One lesson per week, $5.00 per
month.
ART
Excellence in art, as in everything else, can be
achieved by dint of painstaking labor. Everv skilled
touch of the artist's bru h is the product of un~emitting
study.
There is no natural appearance which we mav not
in t he co_urse of time be able to appreciate and ~opy:
\\"h ether it be the lovely color of flowers, the charming
contour of a beautiful child, the opalescent lines of a
gleaming shell, or the golden glory of the setting sun.
Students in the Art Department will be instructed
through the mediums of oil, water ·color, china, pastel and
crayon. Also instruction will be given in drawing by a
system af correct measurements.
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. ~regula r course has been outlined in charcoal, pencilpomtmg and water colors.
P ainting in oil will be !?iven in q ollege Art. Two
hours per week fo r the year m class will entitle the stu
dent to one-half unit.
Tuition: Fifty cents per lesson in th e .Academv
course; seventy-five cents per lesson in College Art. •

H Ol\IE ECO 01\HCS
It is the purpose of this department to give in trnction in the e sentials of home keeping. A beginning ha
been made and classes have been organized in cooking and
baking.
Class demonstrations are given monthly, and a public
demonstrati on once during each semester.
Two hours a week for the year in the class and note
book work will entitle the student to one-half unit.
A moder ate fee is charged to cover t he cost of materials.

HOME ACCOU TIKG.
Every young man and woman should have some
knowledge of accounting and commercial practice. For
this purpose a one term course is given consisting of:
Personal accounts, a systematic plan of aving and spending money, the budget system for the home, simple methods of keeping fami ly accounts, club, church and society
account)], saving accounts, insurance, inve tments for the
home, and legal points every -0ne should know.. An extra
char ge will be made for thi Colli' ·e, and c1·eclit given.
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4.3

EXPRE SIOr .
The department r ecognizes that expression is an
ier result of an inner richness of life. Its purpose is to

;rnish training that will enable its students to have and
·e expression to noble thoughts. Attention is given to
1dopment of bodily grace, proper breathing and cor.t tone production.
'J.'he student who applies him elf diligently may come
pos ess a well modulated and resonant voice, a distinct
'1culation, and ease and grace of bearing which in themoe are greatly to be desired.
The proper study of the art of expression will make
! family circle, and the social circle more cl.esirable;
bu ine s man more successful, the teacher more in"JctiYe, and the profe sional man more impressive.
.a ant tones of voice and agreeable manners gain
•nds, win confidence, ecure custom, inspire pupils, and
ight audiences. A combined cultiYation of the phy..tl, the mental and the moral powers.
RE CITAL -Public recitals are giYen three times a
r.

Tuition : T'Yelve les. on , once a week, $5.00. Privlessons, one-half hour, 75 cents.

\'
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BUSINESS DEP ARTnrnNT.

II~
P:l

The School of Commercial Science of Seattle Pacific
College offers to ambitious young people a means of making a good living in the training they will receive in dispatch, system, persistency and other character building
qualities foat make the distinction bet..-een persons who
get ahead and succeed and those that merely get along
or fail.
The air..1 of the department is to give the greatest
amount of practical knowledge along general business
lines and to give the advantage of the improvements m
business that have been taking place m the past few
years.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTIO~.
There are three distinct courses of instruction in the
commercial department. (1) A two-year course leadin~
to tbc degree of Bachelor of Commercial Science. This
c.ourse is open to high school graduates or t!!ose having
had equivalent courses. (2) A Bookkeeping Course. (3)
.\. one-year course in Phonography and Type,uiting.
Course leading to degree of
BACHELOR OF C01\D1ERCIAL SCIE~CE
The purpose of this course is, primarily . to give those
that wi h a broader insight into husiness "·ork an opportunity to take important subjects not listed iu the
ordinan· shorter course.
BOOKKEEPING COURSE.
Diploma GiYen.
To tho e "'ho are not able to attend a school long
enough to take advantage of the B. C. S. conrse, ffe offer
a one-year bookkeeping course. This work is conducted
on the ACTUAI.i BUSINESS PLAN, which is fhe nearest
to real work. A large part of the work is giving individual instruction "·hich enables each student to make the
best use of his time.

I
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SHORTHAXD COURSE.
Diploma GiYen.

Students in Stenography receive instruction in dietafion of all kinds and classes of business letters, such
as railroading in all departments, dry goods, furn iturc,
mail orders, printing, hardware, insurance, real estate,
law, manufacturing, etc. Special attention is gi\en to
typewriting, the student being required to learn the
''touch method.''
FIRST YEAR
First TermBookkeeping
Commercial Law (Ele.)
Salesmanship
Commercial Arithmetic
Penmanship
Secor:d TermBookkeeping
Commercial Law (Ele.)
Commercial Arithmetic
Industrial History
Penmanship

Third TermBookkeeping
Funds and Their Uses
Advertising
Commercial Law (Adv.)
Penmanship
Fourth TermBookkeeping
Funds and Their Use3
Commercial Geography
Commercial Law (Adv.)
Penmanship
SECO::'llD YEAR
First and Second TermThird and Fourth TermsShorthand (Theory and DieShorthand (Dictation and
talion)
Speed Practice)
Typewriting
Typewrit:ng
Economics
Ec<momics
Business English
:\Ioney and Banking
Penmanship
Penmanship

BOOKKEEPIXG COURSE
First and Second TermsThird TermBookkeeping
Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic
Civics
Commercial English
Rapid Calculation
Commer.;1al La1v
Spelling
Penmanship
Penmanship
Fourth Term
Bookkeeping
Civics
Commercial Georgraphy
Spelling
L'enm:ir:ship

SEATTLE PACIFIC COLLEGE
SHORTHA~D

First TermShorthand Theory
Typewriting
Commercial English
Penmanship
Third TermShorthand Dictaition
Typewriting
Spelling
l:'enmanship
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econd Tcrm,Shorthand Dictation
Typewriting
Commercial English
Spelling
Penmanship
Fourth TermShorthana Advanced Dictation
;l ypewriting
pelling
Penmanship

Students taking the r egular commercial work will
receive special trarning in salesmansfilp, bu ·iness eftitiency, personality development, character analysis, public
spealnng and business etiquette. It is the purpose of th e
trarnmg of the school to produce students that can forge
to the front and become leader in their r espective lines
of work.
TEXT BOOKS
The following are the principal TeXL-Books u:;cd:
1.-COLLEGE DEPARTMENT.
ASTR O:\'OMY: Moulton.
BIBLE: Maclea r, Hurlbut, .'.'11oulton, Stalker, Scofield.
BOT ANY: Bergen and Davis.
CHE:\USTRY: Smith.
ECONOMICS: Seager.
EDUCATION : Bolton, :\1onroe, Hall, Colvin, Charters.
ENGLISH: Lamer and Ashmun, Scott-Zeitlin.
ETHICS: Paulson, Dewey and Tufts.
FhE. CH: Fraser and Squair.
GEO LOGY: Chamberlain and Salsbury.
GOVER::'llMENT: Beard, Ogg.
.
GREEK: Grammar, Goodwin; First Lessons, Ilurgess and Bon·
ner; New 'l estament Grammar, Huddleston; Anabasis, Good1vin and White; Homer, Seymour ; Composition, Bonner.
HISTORY: European History, Robinson, Emerton, Schevil,
Hazen; English His tory, Cross, Green; American History,
Bassett, West.
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LATI
Grammar, Allen and Greenough.
LITERATURE: Saintsbury, Wendell.
LOGIC: Hibben.
MATHEMATICS:
Trigoncmetry, Moritz; Analytic Geometry,
Smith and Gale; Algebra, Hawkes; Calculus, Osborne.
PHILOSOPHY: Thilly.
PHYSICS: Kimball.
PHYSIOGRAPHY: Tarr and :\fartin.
' PHYSIOLOGY: Halliburton.
POLITICAL SCIENCE: Gettel!.
PSYCHOLOGY: Pillsbury.
•
PUBLIC SPEAKING: Winans.
SOCIOLOGY: Blackmar and Gillin, Cooley.
SPANISH: Fuentes and Francois.
THEOLOGY: Ralston.
ZOOLOGY: Parker and Haswell.
2.-ACADEMIC DEPART:'.\1E, T.
CIVICS: :'.\1agruder.
ECO:-JO:.\IICS: Burch and Ne:uing.
E::\TGLISH : F ir t Yea r, Brooks' English Compositicn, Book I:
Second Year, Brooks' English Ccmposition, Book II; Thir:l
Ye::r, Ha.Je r k, American Literature; Fourth Year, Halleck,
English Literature.
HISTORY: American, Muzzey, West; Ancient, West, Breasted;
l\Iodern; West, Robinson
LATIN: Latin L e ss0n s, D'Ooge: Caesar, Walker: Cicero, Allen and Greenough; Ovid, Gleason; Virgil, Knapp; Composition, Daniell
MATHEMATICS: Algebra, Hawkes, Luby and Touton; Geometry, Wentworth-Smith.
PSYCHOLOGY: Titchener.
SCIENCE: Botany, Coulter; Physics, Millikan and Gale; Physi·
ology, Jegi; General Science, Hessler.
ZOOLOGY: Linville a-c.d Kelly.
3.- GR.\:.\DIAR DEPART:.\1ENT.
ARITHMETIC: Wentwcrth-Smith.
CIVICS: Rein s ch.
GEOGRAPHY: Tarr and McMurry.
GRA:.\D1AR: Baker & Thorndyke; Emerson &Bender.
HISTORY: Gordy, Nida.
HYGIENE: Guli ck
READiNG: Fassett, Young and Field.
SPELLING: Hicks.
The above Text-Books and s chool stationery can be purchased at the College at regular retail prices.
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GRAMMAR DEP ART.NIENT.

'l'lie department includes all the work usually pnrrnrd in the eight grades. The principal and the teachers
in charge are Xarmal graduates and thoroughly trained
for the work. Students are given much individual attention and are promoted as rapidly as the subjects are
completed. Special attention is given to the formation
of those habits and ideals that will inspire the pi1pils to
prcpal'e for lives of great usefulness.
COURSES OF STUDY
FIRST GRADE
Reading
Language
Writing
Number W<!rk

SECOND GRADE
HMding
Language
Writing
Number Worlt
Spelling
THIRD GRADE

Reader-Beacon No. 3.
Speller-Champion.
Arithmetic-Wentworth-Smith, Book I.
Geography-Tarr and McMurry New Geography, First Book.
Writing-Palmer.
Language-Emerson and Bender, Part I to Lesson 50.
FOURTH GRADE.
.Reader-Beacon
o. 4.
Speller-Champion.
Arithmetic-Wentworth,Smith, Book I.
Geography-Tarr and l\fcMurry New Geography, First Book,
Part II, to South America.
Writing-Palmer.
Language-Emerson and Bender, Part I, from Lesson 50 t0
Lesson 165.

!
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FIFTH GRADE.
Arithmetic-Wentworth-Smith, Book JI.
Grammar-Baker and Thorndyke; Reed & Kellogg, Supplementary Work. See Manual.
Geography-Tarr and McMurry New GeC'graphy, First Book, from
South America. Page 178. Finish Text.
History-Thomas' Elementary, complete.
Reading-Young and Field, No. 6.
Speller-Champion.
Writing-Palmer.
DrawingMusicSIXTH GRADE.
Arithmetic-Wentworth-Smith, Book II
Grammar-Baker and Thorndyke ; Reed & Kellogg. See Manual.
Reading-Young and Field, No. 6.
Hygiene-Gulick, two days per week.
History-Nida's Dawn of American History.
Geography-Tarr and McMurry New Geography, Second Book
to South America. Page 235.
Speller-Champion.
Writing-Palmer.
SEVENTH GRADE.
Arithmetic-Wentworth-Smith, Book III.
Grammar-Baker and Thorndyke; Reed & Kellogg. See Manual.
Geography-Tarr and :\1cMurry New Geography, Second Book
from South America. Page 235. Finish Text.
History-Gordy, to Civil War.
Speller-Champion.
Reading-Young and Field, Advanced.
MusicPenmanship-Palmer.
BibleEIGHTH GRADE.
Arithmetic-Wentworth-Smith, Book lll.
Civics-Second Semester, Reinsch.
English Classics-Curry. Supplementary Work.
Grammar-Baker and Thorndyke; Reed & Kellogg. Sec Manua l.
History-First Semester, Gordy, frcm Civil War.
Hyp;ienP, Gulich.
Speller-Champion.
Penmanship-Palmer.
MusicBibleFor further information see the State Manual.
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EXPEN.S ES.
TuitionA discount of $1.00 per term is allowed on tuition when
paid in run the first week of the term.
College Department, per term--------------------------$13.60
Academic Department, per term _______________________ 11.00
Commercial Course, extra, per term____________________ 8.00
Grammar Department, per term________________________ 8.60
Primary Department, first four grades, per term________ 8.00
Fees: RegistrationOollege, Academic and Grammar Departments---------- 2.00
Room Fee for boarding students----------------------- 2.00
Graduation; College and Academy -------------- ------ 1.00
Ll.braryCollege and Academy, per term-----------------------.50
Grammar and Primary, per term____________________ __
.25
LaboratoryCollege: Biology or Physics, per term_______ ___ _______ 1.00
Academy: Botany or Physics, per term---------------.60
Physiography or Physiology, per term__________________
.26
Change of Subject after registration------------------.50
Special Examination ----.---------------:-------------.50
Music.instrumental, per term -------------------- -- --------- ' 7.50
instrumental (Pianoforte) Private LessonsOne hour, per week ------------ ---------------------- 1.25
Forty minutes, per week ------------------------------ 1.00
General Class, free.
Classes for Beginners'l'hree persons two h<>urs per week, each ---------------- 1.00
Four persons two hours per week, each---------- ---- -.75
Use of instruments per term -------------------------- 2.50
Vocal: Chorus per term -----------------------------.75
Expression, per term-- ------------------------------------ 5.00
Private lessons, each------- ---- -------------- .75
Students in Academy taking a College subject w111 be charged
$1.00 extra for the same. 'l'ne same rule applies to a Grammar School student taking 'a n Academic subject.
Commercial Department
Tuition: Subject to $1.00 discount if paid on the week of entrance.
Commercial (B. C. S. course), nine weeks ______________ ,16.00
Stenography and Typewriting, nine weeks-------------- 15.00
Bookkeeping, including Penmanship, nin~ weeks-------- 15.00

I\
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Stenography end Bookkeeping- courses combined, nine

Typ:w~~~ng-;l~~-;,-~j~~-~;;~k~========================= 2~.~~
!1: 50

.shorthand alon;), nine weeks___________________ ___ _____
Diploma: Gradu..:.tion-

~~t~;1c;;1============================================$ ;:~~

Board: 25 cents a week discount if paid in advance·
Bo.ard and Room, per week, 5 hours' work and ____ ______ $ 4 75
P~1ce of board ~ubject to change on account of war p rices.
·
Smgle Rooms, if available, extra per week________ .25 to
50
Laundry·
Use of College Laundry, por term___ __________ _______ __ _
75
Use of Electric Iron, per term ______________________ ___ - - 1:00
EXPE SES SEATTLE PACIFIC COLLEGE
Nine Weeks' Term-Cash Payment in Advance.
Grades High Sehl. College
Com' rl
Registration -----$ 2.00
$ 2.00
$ 2.00
$ 2.00
Tuition, term -- -7.50
10.00
12.50
14.00
Library fee ______
.25
.50
.50
Room fee -------2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
Room and board__ 40.50
40.50
40.50
40.50
Use of Laundry__
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
Total, 1st term_$ 54.75
2d, ~d. 4th, each_ 50.75

$ 57.00
53.00

Bible
$ 2.00
10.00
2.00
40.50
2.50

$ 60.00

$ 61.00

$ 57.00

56.00

57.00

53.00

Total yr., 36 wks.-$207.00
$212.00
$228.00
$232.00
$216.00
Per half term____ 26.00
26.50
28.50
29 .00
27.00
All students are required to work five hours per week or
pay extra.
Music, per lesson, 75c. Piano, per term, $2.50 .
i;;xpression, per term, $ 5.0'.J, private Jes ons.
75 cen ts.
• Young children, extra care.
An extra charge of $1 .00 per term on tuition an d 25 cents
per week on board is made when not paid in advance.
Single rooms extra.

TER:'.\IS.
l\Iak c all checks, drafts and money orders paya hl e to
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Tuition and fees for one term and board for One half
term shall be paid in advance upon registration. Thereafter board will be payable every half term • in advance
and tuition and fees every term in advance. ~o one unable to comply with these terms will be permitted to continue in the school. 1\ o student will receive any term
or semester grades or credits until all bills are paid.
~o deduction will be made in tuition and fees for
short delays of entrance, nor for ·withdrawal before the
end o·f the term, be thti withdrawal voluntary or otherwise. except in case of protracted illness.
Students who remain during the holidays or spring
vacations "ill be charged regular rates for board.
Owing to the fact that .the buildings and grounJs
must be cared for, only three-fourths reduction will be
made on board during holidays or for any absence, excepting in case of prolonged illness.
A deduction of 33 1-3 per cent in tuition will be mad,
to children of missionarie. and of ministers engaged iu
the regular work. .
REGISTRATIOX.
If a change in class work is desired, after registration,
it may be obtained by vote of faculty aud payment of 50
<:ents for re-registration. If a student withdraws frl)ln a
class without the consent of the faculty, he \Yill be marked
as having failed in that class.
TEXT BOOKS.
Students proYide their own books aud stationery.
'l'he College "ill order these for students if they desire,
and furnish them at publisliers' rates. The cost of the
books varies with the class, u ·ually from $2.00 _to $7.00
pet' year.
PRO.JIOTIO~ AXD GRADI~G.
Reports of standings will be given to the students in
the different departments as follo\Ys:
1. Grammar department. once in nine weeks.
2. .Academic department, at t:ie close of each halfsemester.
3. College <lcparlmeut, at the close of each semester.
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Grading will be indicated h ereafter by figures. A
standing af 70 is necessary to obtain credit for any study
pursued.
The relative rank of a student is determined by th1;
instructor who computes it from the wJrk during the
semester and the examinations. In large classes ordinarily the students are ranked in four groups in the order
of merit. The first group includes those " ·hose standing
is marked 95 or more and should not include more than
10 per cent of the entire class. Th e second group includes
those whose standing is marked from 80 to 9± and sho uld
not include more than 50 per cent of the entire class.
Th e third group includes those whose standing- is marked
from 70 to 79. The fourth group includes those whose
standing is below 70, the passing mark.
HONORS.
1. Banner students shall include all those stnd"nts
who have an average class and test standing of 95-100,
who have not been absent from their classes, nor from
school, nor tard~r at assembly.
2. Honor students shall include thos e who han a-1
average class and test standing of 90-95 , who h:we not
more than two absences from class, nor more than three
tardy marks at assembly entered against them.
Two days' absence at the beginning of an~· semester
shall count the same as any other two days' absence during that semester.
3. Deportment shall be t aken into considera tion in
determining the standing of students in the above-melltioned cla ses.
Students who receive a eert>tin n um ber of demeri
marks for mis·conduct in school will not be enrolled amobi:
the Banner or Honor student&.
·
4. Students who are absent from their classes mor~
than three times will be conditioned in their work until
satisfactory arrangements are mad e with the teache rs.
5. The abon arrangements . will apply to tlw students of the seventh and eighth grades, and also t-J the
classes of the acad emic and college departments.

6. Hone>r students in all classes for the complete
course at graduation will receive the cum laude designation. Banner students "·ill receive the magna cum laude
designation.
TO P ARE).TTS AXD GUARDIANS.
The discipline of the school is firm but kind, for~a
tivc rather than punitive. It is directed to the formation
of correct habits and right principles.
.
The \rnrk of the school is thorough and practical.
The spirit of earnest endeavor and honest pride in one
another's success pervades the place. 'rhe moral tone of
the school is high. The best evidence of these and other
advantages of t~e school is to be found in the loy.alty
and "Ood opinion of its neighbors, patrons and alumm.
To realize the highest possibilities of the future, it
is necessary to han the right start. Kot so much the
number oi'ycars. or the precise course pursued, but the
spirit of cheerful and faithful "·ork, the self-control developed, the self denial ('Xerc_ised, ~he power of stead,v
application acquired-these will decide the real strength
of the man or woman of after years.
REGG'LA'l'IOXS .
It '"as the purpose of t'.1e founders of the Sea~tle
Pacific College to offer ~·oung people a thorough e<lncntio:1
under Christian infiuenecs. As a Christian college, it
aims to develop manly and womanly character and to
train the students for lins of effective seniee.
· The institution does not desire the attendance of any
stndtnts ''°~10 are not indn. triou and well disposed or
,,-ho are too waY,Yard for home restraint. The use of
liquor or tobacc~ is strictl~· forbidden . ~o such as are
earnest it affords the advantages of a qmet and orderly
commu~itv with all the opportunities of study and mental
dcnlopm~nt afforded by any well organized school.
Students are presumed to have regard for the general rules of good niann.:rs and good morals : they are
exiwcted to be orderly, faithful. re pectfnl and honest
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and to rendet· a cheerful compliance with 'Such regulatiou s
and requirements as the faculty may, from time to time,
find it n ece sary to make.
We regard the commingling of young men and you n;,r
·w omen in an educational institution as h elpful t o both;
yet it should be remembered that the d emands and proprietie of chool life w·ill not per:uit the same social privileges as might be allowed in a private home. While
observing the ordinary usages of politeness, students
should refrain from such a sociation with each other as
will attract attention.
ln all these matter high
Christian ideals constitute the standards of conduct. The
ultimate control in all matters pertaining to the conduct
of the students is in the hands of the Facn lty, and students not conforming to the ideals of the institution will
be dismissed.
WORK FOR STUDE TS.
It is th e policy of the institution t o encourage those
students " ·ho find it neces ary while in attendance a l
school to work in order to pay n ece sary expenses. The
college furnish es students a limited nu m hel' of places for
'York. Application for these places should be made early.
Students are not p ermitted to work for more than ouethird their board. It is understood that those who t ak e
these places will continue in the school throughou t th e
year, and if, through any exigency, it becomes necessary
to leave, a month's notice must be ginn. Stud ents who
are temporarily absent must provicle . ubstitutes to do
their ·work during each ab encc or pay 25 cents per hour
for each hour enice neglected.
Tuder regulations approved b.'' the faculty stud en ts
may work in the city a limited amount of time outside
of school hours. Students who work for part boa r d must
be at the college one day b efor e coll ege opens and must rPrnain one day after the regular \VOrk of the school closes.
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ALUi\1 "'.'\I
NOTE.-Information concerning graduates a s to changes of
location and occupation will be appreciated at the office . The
full names of the husbands of married w<lmen are especially
desired.

OFFICf;RS:
President _________________ ___ ______________ ______ John 1.1. Root
Vice--PresidenL ____________________ ____ __ _____ Harold M. Mann
Secretary -- ------------------------- ------------Hazel Alberts
Treasurer - -------------------- ---- --- ---------Sarah Peterson
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE.
Edwar d J . Fuller
James R. Bishop
Ray H. :Marston
John M. Root
Alfred C. Millican
M iss e llie G. P eterson
Mrs. 0. A. Burns
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
FOUR-YEAR DEGREE COURSE

1915
Fols om, Ward F., A. B., minister _____ ___________ Montrose, Colo.
::-<ewton, Lois C., A. B., (Mrs. D. A. :\'ewton) _________ ____ Sealtlc
Sharpe, Ruth H., A. B. __ ____ _________ _________ i.\iedford, Oregon

1916
Anderson, August :\1., A. B., mission a ry ___________ _south Africa
Anderson, :\Iary D., A. B., ( :\Ir~. A..'.\L A1. derson) South Africa
Burns, :\1yra :\1., A. B. (:\frs. \'. L. Damon) _____ _______ Seattle
Cook, Addie I., A. B., teacher ______ _________ _Los Angeles, Cal.
H aslam, Ed win A., A. B., b ookkeeper_ _________ ____ ____ seat tle
:\lorrow, )fan cy C., A. B., t ea cher_ ____ ___ ______ __OiJ City, Penn.
\Villard, Squire B., A. B., b o<l kke eper-------------------- Sea tt lo

1917
Alb erts, Florence B., A . B., t ea cher ---- -- - - -- Cloverland, Wash.
Burns, Lenna F., A. B., (Mrs . 0. A . Burns) ____ __ ______ Seattle
Logan, John A., A. B., m inister ___________ ____ _Vancouver, B. C.

1918
Da mon, Verne L., A. B·------------ -------------- -------S eattle
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1915
Bur!1s, Lenna F., Dirs. 0. A. Burns) __________ __________ seattle
1916
Cathey, William W., teacher_ __________________________ Seattle
1918
Peterson, Nellie G, ________________________ _____________ Seattle
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT COURSE

1896
*Grantham, Winfred -----------------------------------Seattle
1897
Griggs, '.\1argaret Plrs. Allen Harvey) ___._______ '.\ladras, Oregon
*Peterson, Lily ------------- ___________________________ Seattle
1898
:'11arston, C. '.\lay, teacher_ _____________________________ sea~tle
;\lillican, Laura '.\I. (l\lrs. C. Floyd Appleton) ______ Honan, Chma
Sumner, Stella '.\1. (l\Irs. J. B. Netherton) ______ Portland, Oregon
1899
Helm, Ethel (l\lrs. M. C. Clarke) ________________________ seattle
McKinnon, Charles E., la wyer_ _________________________ seattle
Millican, Alfred C., teacher -----------·-----------------Seattle
Peterson, Henry, farmer ________________________ Chelan, Wash .
Peterson, Joseph, salesman ____________________________ Seattle
Fillman, Ida (Mrs. W. E. Townsend) __________ Vancouver, B. C.
1900
*Griggs, Homer L. _____________________________________ seattle
'.\1cKinley, Charles S., minister __________________ Everett, Wash.
Peterson, Sarah, teacher _______________________________ seat_tle
Ryff, Jules, missionary __________ Fairview, Natal, South Africa
1901
Bradley, J ohn, minister __________________________ Daisy, Wash.
Graves, Edith, teacher ________________________ Newberg, Oregon
'.\Jann, Blanche (Mrs. F. G. Marston) ____________________ Seattle
'.\Iillican, Anna (::Vlrs. A. Youngren) ________________ Osaka, Japan
~elson, Charles A., teacher_ _________________ Mt. Vernon, Was~.
Peterson, Nellie G. _____________________________________ Seatt e
*Deceased.
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1902
Colson, June (Mrs. W. W . Cathey ) ______ __ ________ ____ __ Sea ttle
Millican, Frank, missionary - - --- - ----- - -- --- - - --- - - - --- - -China
Millican, Harold, teacher ____ __ __ ___ ___ __North Chili, Now York
P eterson, Mattie, missionary __ __ _______ _Ki Hsien, Honan, China
1903
Appleton, C. Floyd, missionary ____ Kai Fing Fu, Honan, China
Col son, Z. May (Mrs. E. B. Newton ) __ _____ _____ ______ __ Seattle
Hockin, Fra nk, st enographer _____ ___ __ ________ Portland, OrPgon
Marston, A. Jesse ________________ ______ ___ ___ __ clarkson, N. Y.
Marston, Ray H., bookkeeper -- - -- -- ---- - --- ---- - - -- - -- Seattle
Sma lley, Ethel (Mrs. E . R . Millican ) ____ _____ Clarkstor, , Wash.
Smith, Glen, electrician ____ __ ___ __ __ ___ ____ ___ __ _____ __ seattle
W est , Winnie (Mrs. N. Newcomb) __________ ___ ___Blaine, Wash.
Wittmen, Estella (Mrs. L. W. Huston) ____ ____ San Jose, Cal.
Youngren, August, missionary __ __ _________ ___ __ __ osa ka, Japan
1904
Albrigh t, Lizzie - - - --- - - ---------------- -- ------- -Pomona, Cal.
Anders on, Albert, teacher ____________________ Edmonds, Wash.
Ba rtholemew, David ____________________________ Redlands, Cal.
Bradley, Bernice (Mrs. Edw. A. Taylor ) ___ ___ Kettle Falls, W a sh.
Marston, Clarence, minister ____ ________ ______ Port Morris, N. J .
Millican, Ro:11. m issionary _____________ ___________ osaka, Japan
Robertson, Minnie ------------------- - -------Gresham, Oregon
Truelson, Christian - --------------- - - - --- - - ----Danbury, Iowa
Winter, Emma, tea cher ---- - ---------------- -Sacramento, Cal.
1905
Boddy, Aimie (Mrs. Frank Millican ) ___________________ ___ China
Boddy, William, minister ________ ________ ______ Parkdale, Oregon
Burleson, Edward, farmer ---------- - ----- ----Edmonds, Wash.
McElhoe, Pearl (Mrs. Ar thur R. Hartman) ______ Hoquiam , Wash.
*Marston, Lorena, missionary ________ __ Yeotma l, Bera r, India
Swingle, Grace (Mrs . C. L. Thomas) ___ __ __________ ___ __Seattle
Thomas, Clarence L., b ookkeeper ______________________ Sea ttle
T-0ng, Net.tie - - ----------- - - - ----------- - -----Portland, Oregon
J !lOf:

Allen, Ruth (Mrs. L. D. Swingle) __________ Salt Lake City, Utah
Flory, Viva (Mrs. F . C. Bailey ) ________________ Falls City, Wash.
Kindig, Ellen ______ _- -- - - - _-- - - -- -- -- -- - - - - - - - - --- -- - __ seat ti e
Millica n , C. Wesley, teacher ---------------------------- Seattle
Ogle, Emma (Mrs. Albert Conrad ) ______________________ Seattle
Scott, Gertrude (Mrs. A. H. Teel) ____________ Harrington, W a sh.
Sherwood, Lorra ine, tea cher ------------- - ----- Sioux City, io wa
~ De ceased.
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1907
Caulkins, Fred I. _____ ____________ _Los Palom:i.s, New Mexico
Cook, Ethel (Mrs. E. W. Hight) ______________ Newberg, Oregon
Marsh, Clyde -----------------------------------Evanston, Ill.
Saar, Etta (Mrs. Aibsrt H. Wissy) ___ ·------------ Bristol, Wis.
Wheelon, Homer L., studenL _____________________ st. Lou is, Mo.
Witteman, Ida (Mrs. L. Sherwood) ____________ Sioux City, Iowa
1908
Church, Lizzie (Mrs. J. D. McGee) ______________ Orting, Wash .
Lawrence, Edna B. (Mrs. Floyd A. Puffer) ________ Belding Mich.
*Peterson, Mabel --------------------------------------Seat tl e
Smith, Theodore C., electrician _________________________ seattle
Vaughn, Grace (l\Irs. J. Grantham) __________________ ____ Seattle
1909
Alberts, Birney H ., minister ---------------------------Seattle
Bailey, Frank C., teacher_ _____________________ Falls City, Wash.
*Humphrey, Ruth ------ ------------------------ ------ Seattle
Marston, :\1arvin -------------------------------Evanston, Ill.
Parfitt, Grace (:Wrs. Wa 1ter Heath) ____________________ Seattle
Thoma~. Earl, studenL-----------·--------------St. Louis, Mo.
\Velton, Maud, nurse __________________________ Spokane, \Vash.
1910
Bardell, Duane B., stenographer ________________________ Se:i. t tle
Brya n, Eva J . (Mr-. Roy :iiillican) ________________ osaka, J apan
Claus, Josephine (Mrs. R. W. Babcock) ________ Philadelphia, Pa.
Cook, Addie I. (see College Class of 1916) _______________ ______ _
*Cook, Wilbur F. _____________ ________ _______ Hillsboro, Oregon
Dinsmore, G.en, dairyrnan ______________________________ Seattle
Droz, Grace -------------------- ----- ---------- Colville, Wash .
Fuller, Edward J .. Y. '.\1. C. A. secretary ________________ seattle
Gibson, Ernest W., teacher_ ___________________ Olympia, Wash.
Hight, Edwin ·w., minister ____________________ Newberg, Oregon
Lanr:worthy, Ethel, teacher_ _________________ SunnysidE., Wasb
Langworthy, L. Ray, farmer __________________ Sunnyside, Wash.
'.\fcReynolds, Ethel (Mrs. Wm. Buob) ______________ Baird, Wash.
Meacham, Esther (Mrs. E. M. Stilwell) __________________ seattle
l\Iilton, Earl W. --------------------------------------Seattle
*.\!organ, Edith ------------------------------- Genessee, Ida ho
Perry, Ra. ·mond, student_ ___________________ Los Angeles, Cal.
Pickens, Lillian 0., teacher------------Wessington Springs, S. D.
Scott, Frank C., farmer ---------------------Harrington, W ash .
Skuzie, Louis A., minister ___________ ________ _____ _ ewton, Iowa
Smalley, Carrie M. (Mrs. C. W. Millican)_ ______________ sea ttl e
Staines, Roy G., mechariic ___________________ st. Johns, Or egon
\Yard , Ethel, missionary __________________ Yeotmal Berar, I nd ia
*Deceased
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1911
Turlock,
Cal.
Barnhart; '.\label G. D1rs.. R · E · Cochrane)
)
--- ----___ Cusick,
Wash.
Bixbee, Bessie. (:\1rs. ~1.lhs Atherton -----_:-_-_:-_:-Los Angeles, Cal.
Cochrane, Elvis E., mmister -------------- ·
Turlock Cal.
Cochrane, Rollin E., farmer_~--------------------S~attle
Derringer, Laura, teacheL---------------=====S-p~k~~~~ Wash.
Lewis, Gem C\Irs. Flcyd.lnnMbiirul)::____
___________ Seattle
:lfarsh, Tressa E._(MrsL - ~
n) -======--St. Louis; }io.
Meacham, Lulu (~1rs. H. E. "heeJJ>_ -__ Bellingham, Wash.
Milton, Ralph, mm1ster __________________ ______ Seattle
Newton, Dana A·-- ------------------------- L~;- Ange'es, Cal.
Perrr, Li1lian C\1rs. F . A. ~bbott) -------··---______ Seattle
Ros e, Sadie .C\1rs. M. R. Kimblel--- ------_-_-_-_-_-_-Hlterm:m, Iowa
Sawyer, David A., teacher---------------- __ Portland, Oregcn
Truesdale, Everett 0.----------------------Seattle
Vandevanter, Pachel -------------::-II)- -----------i,;_~~~;_- Wash.
West, Lillian l:llrs. Raym·:md .:lieru ---------St Johns 'Oregon
\rood, Arvilla (Mrs. R. G. StamesJ------------ .
'
191
~
_________ Seattle
Seattle
Catton Lois, student__________________________
------- Wash.
Curtis, ' Estella C\lrs. D · B · Bardell) --------s;a;~-Woolley,
Helm, Franklyn D., teach~r --;-----_:-_:-_:-_:-:_:-_______________ Seattle
Olson, Emma c;\Irs. R. Wilso )____
_ __ Cheney, Wash.
Poo~e. Daisy, student
-------------- -____ Seattle
Richey, Rose -----------------------------------Ed~all Wash.
Scott Freedie, teacher-----:--------------------'Seattle
Sign~r. Eva (Mrs. S. B. WillardL------------==========Seattle
Stilwell, Ruth B· ------.--E--R--W;_~·dl-========-Oly mpia, Wash.
Vanderveen, Effie (Mrs._ · ·
- _______ ._ Sumner, 'Wash.
Watkins, Frank, te!ch(~ ----F-C-S~~tt): _____ Harrington, Wash.
Whisner,
· rs. __________________
· ·
\Vyler, s . Kathryn
Edward, "'·teacher
___ Olympia, Wash.
1913
__ Seattle
Alberts, Florence B., teacher ~-----------------=Sh;_~jk~. Oregon
Aldridge, William D., farmei -~------~-- ---_-_-___________ Seattle
Becraft, Rachel A. (1Irs. O. R. Hasla ) ____ ___________ Seattl~
Cathey, William W., teacher__ _______________
________ Seattle
Haslam, Oiiver R.
------------------------- ______ Seattle
Lawrence, Reuben . R.----- ---------- -------- ---==------Seattle
Logan, John A., mnusterc___C~l;)-----_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-sl.-Helens, Oregon
Skuzie, Lena A. (::vlrs. F. ·
---Los Angeles, Cal.
Ward, Bessie H·-------------------------===----Greenville, Ill.
Ward, }1. Louisa, student_________________
______ Seattle
Welch Esther L. ____________________________ iiit--Johns Oregon
Wood.' Jack, student_________________________ ·
'

1
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Anderson, Carl W, ____________1914
__ ___ ___ ·- -- --- Ellensburg, 'Vash.
Beegle, Ada G, ____________________ __. ___ __ __ Portland, Oreg on
Beegle, Burton L., s tudent_ ___ __ _______ -- - - ---------- -- -- Seattle
Cathey, Mary L., studenL--- --- ---- ---------- - ---- --- ---- Seattle
- Eva, Mary M., (M rs. Thomas Hugh s,)
____ ___ Seattle
' F-0I som, W a de M., minister _____ _______ ___ _______ Durango, Cole.
Folsom, William H., minister ___ _____ ____ _____ ___ _Durango, Colo.
H a viland, Violet F. (Mrs. P. D. Baunsgard ) ______ __ _____ seattle
Helm, Lulu, (Mrs. F. D. Helm)_ ___ ______ __ Sedro Woolley, Wash.
H<Jpper , Floyd C. ----------- --- -- -- - - -- --- -------- - - -- -Seattle
Johnson, H e len R-- - ----- - - ----------- __ _______________ Seattle
J<Jhnson, Mary S. -- --- - ---- - -- - ------ ____ __ __Getchell, Wash.
Jones, Letha M. (Mrs. J. S. ?lfaddox) _____ ___ ___ _Caldwell, Idaho
Kelly, Josephine M, __________ -- - -- - ____ ------- ____ __ ____ Seattle
McLaughlin, Eleanor B. (Mrs. B. Wright ) --- - - ------- - - --Seattle
Marston, Althea W. (Mrs. H . B. Taylor) _,, ______ Ro chcster, N. Y.
~fason, Margar et A. (Mrs. John -A. Logan ) ___ _Vancouver, B. ·c.
Millican, Mary M., teacher __ __ ______ __ ____ ___ ___________ Seattle
Root, Clara T ., teacher _____ ___ __ _______ _______ Reardon , Wash.
Root, John M., st udent --- -- ------------ __ ___________ __ Seattle
S chneider, Agnes ?IL --------------~--- - - - - ---- \V est on, Oregon
Scott, Walter L., studer;.t_ ___ _____________ _____ ___ Greenville, Ill.
Stewart, W illiam J ,______ ____ __ __ ______ ___ _____ __ Daisy, Wash.

Denn ey, Phil., t eacher _____ _________ Edmonton , Alberta, Canada
Hill, _R. DwighL _______ ______ ______ __ ___ ___ ____________ seattle
McE lhoe, A. Ruth ( Mrs. C. B. Thorington) _____ _____ ___ _Seattle
Matthewson, :Merton K, ___ _______ - -- - --- -- -- - ------ __ __Sea ttle
Robinson , William R. ,
_____________ _____ Portland, Oregon
Scott, Mar y A., student_ __________ ___ ____ _________ Greenville, Ill.
T uck er, Celestine M. (Mrs. Geo rge Allen Jr. )
f' eattlc
Whitesides, Marga ret M. (M r s. W. R. Robin so n ) _P ortl and, Ore.

1917
Bishop, James R., student_ __ ____ ___ _______ __ ______ _____ Seattle
Chan, Kay 1'., studenL ___ _______ ___ __ _____ __ ___ __ ______Seattle
Funnell, Vera J., studen t_ __ ______ ______ _____ Bellingha m, W a sh.
Griggs, H elen, s tudent_ ____ __ ___ __ _____ _____ __ _____ ____ _Seattle
Hill, Cyril D., studen L--- - -------- - ----- - ------ - - - --- ---Seattle
J on es, Marga ret E. ________ __ - - -- - ----- -- - - ------- ______ Seattl e
Leise, P earl '.\L, (.'.'d r s. H . R. Le ise ) _________ __ ____ _____ Seattle
Maddux, Ma rie B., tea ch e r __________ ______ North Ya kima, Wash.
nose, M. J oyce, (Mrs. W. F. F ul som, )
Mont rose' Colo.
Silva, E. L<Jcke, student ________________ ____ ____ __ __ ____ Seatt1e

~:i~~'. ~i~aa :.~========~========================.=======~=~~~\=

Stipe, Mary I. (l\Irs .R. W. Rock)
________ Diamond, Wash.
Tiffany, Clara L., stud ent--- -- ---- ---------------------- Sea ltle

1915
Dubois, Laura l\'.l, _____________ ___ ______ _______ Portland, Oregon
Gill, Fred R ,. ___ --- - -------- -- - --- - ____ ___ ____ _____ _____ Seattle
Higbee, Bessie T (Mrs. D . M. Higbee. 1
Sunnyside, Oregon
Higbee, Delno M., m inister _____ ___ __ ____ __ __ Sunnyside, Oregon
Johnston, Cecil E, __ ------- - - --- -- - -- - --- - ------ Sa lem, Oregon
Lawpaugh, Ethel B., teacher_ __ ___ __ __ ________ Portland, Oregon
Mann, Harold W ., ~tudenL- - ---- - -- -- -- -- - ----------- --Seattle
Peterson, E stella C, ,_ __________ _ ____ _ ___ _ ____________ _ _ _ _ Seattle
Root, Grace S ., (Mrs. A. C. Johnson,) - - - --- ___ Rea rdon, Wash.
Smith, Elton B., minister_ ___ _____ _____ ____ __ Cloverland, Wash.
Smith, Gladys J _ (Mrs. B. L. Beegle) __ ____________ ___ __ _Seattle
Stephens, Archie W., minis ter_ ______ __ _______ ___ p ,ymouth, Cal.
Stewart, Ralph L, ___ --------- --- - ---------- ------ Daisy, Was h.
Thuline, Winfred N., 'ltudent_ __ _______ __ _______________ Se:ttt le
1916
Alberts, H a zel E ., stndent_ ______ ______________________ _seattle
Bell, L . Dora, student __________ _________ ____ Bellingham, Was h.
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1918
Ca th ey, Alice M, _____________ ______ ___ _______ Snobomish, Wash .
Devereaux, Winifre d L, ___ _______________________ Eve~ett, Wash .
F osket , s. E tna _______ ________ ___ ____________ Sunnys1de, Wash.
King, Beulah B, ________ _________ _______________________ seattle
King, Lois G·------------------ - ---------------- - ---- --- Seattle
Lane, Harold H, _____ __________ _________________________ Seattle
Lane , Nellie F ·-------- ----- - ------- ---------------- ---- Sea ttle
Lightle, J. Willis-----------------.----------------------Seattle
'.\Ii le ham , Bessie L . (~!rs W. H . Mil eham .)
Se11ttl e
Mill s Carrie A ______ ___ ____________ _______________ ____ __ s eattle
N els~n . Alma F, __ __ ________ ________ __ _______.: Montbo:ne, Wash.
Slaughter, Daisy D,______ ___________ _______ __Gra~dview, Wash.
S tipe, Alice M, _______ _______ ___ ____ ____ ____ ___ D1amond, Wash.
l

'
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Alberts, Hazel E. ______________________ _________________ seattle
Alberts, Tressa F. ______________________________________ seattle
Aldridge, Mabel -------------------------- - ------------Seattle
Aldridge, Velma --------------------------- ---- --------Seattle
Bakenhus, Dietrick ____________________________ }{ocklyn, Wash.
Bardell, Minnie E. ______________________________________ seattle
Bardell, Rauch W. ______________________________________ Seattle
Batdorf, Florence ---------------------------Burlington, Wash.
Beamish, Norman _____________________________________ Seattle
Beechey, Ethel G. _________________________________ __ ___ seattle
Best, H.ebecca _________________________________________ Seattle
Beymer, Dilla D·------------------~--------------Portland, Ore.
Bishop, James R. ________________________ Sedro-Woolley, Wash.
B:ttner,
A. H. __________________ ___ _________________ seattle
Bland, Lillian ------ ___________________________________ 8ea t tle
Bowman, Willard ---------------------------------- -- --Seattle
Boye~.
Wllliam W, ___________________________ _______ ___ seattle
Britton, Mur1el ________________________________ Tacoma, Wash.
Bruce, Edith M. _______ _________________________________ seattle
Burns, Lenna Mae ______________________________________ Seattle
Cathey, Alice M. ---------------------------~Snohomish, Wash.
Celmer, Mrs. Charles ___________________________________ Seattle
Chong, Loo _________ ----- ______________________________ seat tie
Claflin,
oah R. ________________________________________ Seattle
Coder, Frank ______ __ __________________ ------------ ____ seat tie
Coffee, Carrie 1\1. ________________________________ Portland, Ore.
Conde, Maximo F, _____________________ Sanchez, Santo D0:nin~o
Conner, Aili een ________________________________________ Seattle
Conrad, Albert C. --------------------------------------Seattle
Corson, Florence ___________________________ :viodesto, California
Cor5on, Willa J. ___________________________ Modesto, California
Coward, Winifred ____ ----------------------- _______ ___,Seattle
Crcok, Lydia M. _____________________________ Grandview, Wash.
Cummings, Eugene ------------------------------------Seattle
Damon, Verne L. ____________________________________ ___ Seattle
Dav is, Ben G ·------------------------------------------Seattle
Davis, Crystal ______________________________ Los Angeles, Calif.
Davis, Ferry L. __________________________________ Portland, Ore.
Devereaux, Winifred L. _________________________ Everett, Wash.
Dill, Bery 1 -------- _____________________________________ seat tle
Dingle, Doro thy ___ ___ _________________________________ seat tie
Dommy, Chas. E·---------------------------------------Seattle
Eckford, Rober ta E. ____________________________________ sea ttle
~1rs.
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Ed wards, Virginia -------------------------------------Seattle
Fosket, Eunice A. ____________________________sunnyside, Wash.
Fosket, Lewis U. _____________________________ Sunnyside, Wash.
Fosket, S. E na ______________________________ Sunnyside, Wash.
Fetterly, Edi th S------------------------- ____ ----------Seattle
Frazier. Wayne R. ______________________________________ seattle
Frink, Edwin H. ________________________ Fishburn, Alberta, Can.
Frisk, Florence C. ______________________________________ Seattle
Frost, Helen V. ________________________________________ Seattle
Fry, Zel ma M _____________________________________ Albany, Ore.
Fuss ell, Carol _________________ ----- ___________________ sea ttle
Graham, Alexander ____________________________________ Seattle
Greene, Ernest E. ______________________________________ Seattle
Griffi n , Ru th __________________________________________ sea ttle
Griffin, Virginia _______________________________________ Seattle
Griggs, Helen _________________________________________ Seattle
Harris, Wesley 0. ______________________________________ Seattle
Hall, Glen _____________________________________________ Seattle
Hayes, Nettie M. ____________________________ Grandview, Wash.
Helm, Ethel G. _________________________________________ Seattle
Hendrix. E. HazeL _____________________________________ seattle
Hicks, Floyd - ----------------------- __________________ Seattle
Hm, Cyril D. ____ ,_______________________________________seattle
Hill, Dwight --------------------------------- - -- -------Seattle
Hill, Frances __________________________________________ Seattle
Hodge, Wilda A. ________________________________ Everett, Wash.
Hopper, Lois B. ________________________________________ Seattle
Jnglem:rn, Thyra _____________________________ Deer Creek, Okla.
I sen:i.a th, Harold ______________________________________ Seattle
Isenhath, Minnie ______________________________________ Seattle
Is en ha th, Sophia ____ ------ _____ --- ---- ---- - --- --- -- -- _Seattle
Ishakawa, Jinichi ________________________________ Osaka, Japan
Isley, Grace E. _________________________________________ Seattle
Jago, ).! utta J, __________________ __ ___________________ ___ seattle
Johnson, Edna ____________________________________ Jone, Wash.
J ohnson, Eldon L. ______________________________________ Seattle
Johnson, Olga E. ____________ ____ _______________________ seattle
Jones, Dola ------------------------------------------ -_ Seattle
Kelly, C. Scott_ _______________________________ Chewelah, Wash.
Kelsey, Elmer ------------ -----------------------------Seattle
Kindig, Ellen __________________________________________ Seattle
King, Beulah B, ________________________________________ Seattle

~i~~:
;~~~ i·-s.========================================~:~ii~:
Kings bury, Jaimes S----- --------------------------------Seattle

Knowlton, S. Ruel _____________________________ Gtachell, Wash.
Kron sberg, Sheperd ____________________________________ Seattle
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Lamb, Eldrid ----------------------------------Yakima, Wash.
Lamb, Laverne --------------------------------Yakima, Wash.
Lane,
H·-------~-------------------------------Seattle
Lane, Harold
Nellie F,
_________________________________________ Seattle
Lane, Ruth E. __________________________________________ Seattle
· Lee, Charles W. ________________________________________ seattle
' Lee, Ruth C·-------------------------------------------Seattle
Lewis, Edna M, ________________________________________ seattle
Lewis, Stafford ___ _____________ _______ __ Traverse, Alberta, Can.
Leise, J . Fredrick --------------------------------------Seattle
L ightle, c. Otto _________ ___________________________ ____ seat:l:!
Ligh tie, J . Will is _______________________________________,Seatt'.e
Lindsay, Doris K, _____________________________ Stanwood, Wash.
Logan, Pa trick _----- _____________ --- -- -- -- --- ----- -- __,sea ttle
Lund, Catherine ----------------------------------- ____ Seattle
Mann, Harold W, _______________________________ ________ seattle
Marsh, Spurgeon --------------------------------------Seattle
Martin, W. Dean ______________ ___ ___________ Bellingham, Wash.
Matthewson, :'lfargaret ____ ----------------------------_Seattle
Matthew on, Wesley ___________________________________ Seattle
Mccall um, Peter H, ____________________________________ seattle
:M cE!hoe, Theodore -------------- ______________________ Seattle
McEwan, Margaret ------------------------------------Seattle
McGregcr, ~'l. CarroJL ____ ___________________ :Mt. Vernon, Wash.
Mcintyre, Beatrice M, ______________________ _Deer Lodge, Mont.
McKinley, Harris W , ________________________ snohomish, Wash.
Magnus, tlda L. ____________________________ Maple Valley, Wash.
Mallory, John E. _______________________ ________________ seattle
Meehan, Elvina ------ ------------------ -- -- ---------- --Seattle
Merrill, Blanche M·- ______ - --- _______ -- --- -- --- -- - - - ___ sea ttle
Mileham, Bessie L, _____________________________________ seattle
Millican, Eugene ------------------------------ -- ------Seattle
1'1-illican, Robert E, ____________________________________seattle
Mills, Carrie A. _________________________________________ seattle
Muffiy, Wendell H. _____________________________________ seattle
Murdoch, Margaret ------------------------------------Seattle
:'l'lurphy, Ainslie R ,__________________________ Mt. Vernon, Wash.
Maxwell, Ray W. _________________________________ Daisy, Wash.
Maxwell, Ruth __________________________________ Daisy, Wash.
Nelson, Alma L, _____________________________ Montborne, Wash.
Nelson, Oscar A, _____________________________ Montborne, Wash.
N'.ghtingale, Mercede ----------------------------------Seattle
Park, Myrtle R,___________________________________ Daisy, Wash.
Peterson, Mat tie J ·---------------------------------- ___ Seattle
Phillips, Chas. W. _______________________________ Wendling, Ore.
P'hill ips, Margaret
________ ____________ _______________ Seattle
Pinnell, France s --------------------------------Cheney, Wash.
-~
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Price, John G·---- _____________________________________ -'S eattle
Probstfeld, !Lillian -------------------------------------Seattle
Rassmussen, Margaret ---------------------------------Seattle
Reeves, H1gley ________________________________________ Seattle
Rex, Minnie D. _________________________________________ Seattle
Ritchie, Leonard S, __________________________ Bellingham, Wash.
Ritchie, Lloyd !. _____________________________ Bellingham, Wash.
Rivers, Donna A. ______ __ _______________________________ seattle
Robb, Lois E, ___________________________________ Everett, Wash.
Robbins, Vera -----------------------------------------Seattle
Roberts, Eleanor M·-------------------------------C~icago, Ill.
Robinson, Morton D. ____________________________________ seattle
Root, John M. _____ .:. ____________________________ Reardan, Wash.
Rose, Joyce M,_________________________________ Montrose, Colo.
Rose, Robert -------- ----------------------------------Seattle
Rowe, Lois E, __________________________________________ Seattle
Rutherford, Jessie E. ___________________________________ seattle
Rutherford, Viola D, ____________________________________ seattle
Ryan, Ernest ·w, ________________________________ Portland, Ore.
Ryan, A. PauL __________________________________ Portland, Ore.
Schwald, Winnie M,____________________________________ Seattle
Scott, Dorothy _________________________________ - --- -- __ Seattle
Seagreaves, H . Edward ______________________ Coeur d'Alene, Ida.
Seung, Kathryne _______________________________________ Seattle
Sharman, Catherine ____________________________________ Seattle
Sharman, E. Stewart_ __________________________________ Seattle
Sharmon, Jessie --------------------------------- ______ Seattle
Sharpe, Lawrence C, ______________________________ Zillah, Wash.
Silva, E. Locke ________________________________ Machias, Wash.
Simons, Ella Mae--------------------------------------Seattle
Slaughter, Daisy D, __________________________ Grandview, Wash.
Smith, Clifford _________ - ---- __ -- ____ -- - -- --- --- --- -- __ Seattle
Smith, F. Irene _____________________________ Wenatchee, Wash.
Smith, Millis __ ----------------------------------------Seattle
Smith, Nellie C·----------------------------------------Seattle
Squier, Irene ___________________________________ Everett, Wash.
Stanhope, Gladys M, ____________________________________ seattle
Stanhope, Lu Ella--------------------------------------i3eattle
Steele, Arthur P, ____________________________ Bur~ington, Wash.
Stipe, Alice M, ________________________________ D1amond, Wash.
Stipe, Ruby C·---------------------------------Diamond, Wash.
Stratford, Ernest R, _____________________________ ___ ____ seattle
Streyffeler, Ward --------------------------------------Seattle
Streyffeler, Willah ------------------ -------------- ----Seattle
Stu! tz, Charlotte ---------------------------------------Seattle
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Su t tou, Ru th J ·---- _------- __ -- _____________ ___________ _sea ttl e
Switzer, Zil phi a __ ----- ________ _____________ ____________ sea ttl e
Thayer, Gordon M. ______________________________ ::viurray, Idaho
Thomas, Edward A. ____________________________________ seattle
Thomas, Samuel A. ____________________________________ seattle
Thorington, Ruth l\'L ___________________________________ seattle
Thuline, Winfred N. ________________________________ AJtona, Ill.
Thun, Mary
. ----------------------------------------Seattle
Tiffany, Alice R. _______________________________________ seattle
Tiffany, Clara L. _______________________________________ seattle
Tre,Pus, Elmer G. _____________________________ Priest River, Ida.
Uecker, ~faxine A. _______________ ___ ________ -----------..Seattle
Vincent, Frances --------------------------------------Seattle
Vincent, Helen ----------------------------------------Seattle
Ward, Wilma ------------------------------------------Seattle
Warren, Florence L. __________ _______________ Qrandview, ·wash.
vVarren, Ruth E. _____________________________ Grandview, Wash.
Watson, Nina M. ________________ ______________ centralia, Wash.
Weir, Or:n --------------------------------------------Seattle
Wells, Delmar -- -------------- --------------- ----------Seattle
\Vest, Al ice -------------------------------------------Seattle
\Vheeler, Pearl F. __________________________ Hawk Inlet, Alaska
Whitesal, Ralph -------------- -- -----------------------Seattle
Wilder, Celia J. _________________________________ Everett, Wash.
Wilder, Daniel ----------------------------------Blaine, Wash.
Wilder, Lula B. __________________________________ Blaine, Wash.
Wilkie, Ethel L. ________________________________________ Seattle
Willard, Howard L. ___________________ __________________ seattle
Witteman, Ruey G. _____________________________________ seattle
\Voo, F. --------------------------------------=---------Seattle
Ying, Lew Y ·-------------------------------------------Seattle
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